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DECLASSIFICATICnf AUTHORITY DERIVED TB£M: 

FBI AUTOfclATIC DEClJkESIFICATIOW GUIDE 

DATE 10-01-2018 BY: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J 

F E D E R A L B U R E A U OF INVESTIGATION 

b6 

b7C 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 
Chicago, Illinois 

4? *2- 
^CQSEISBNIlftL^ b3 

b7E 

EUflENII EVTUSHENKO 

On November 27. 1962, a source advised that 
^Cross World Books and 

Periodicals (CWBP), 333 South Wacker, advised that 
Eugenii Evtushenko, a Soviet National, who was a poet, 
is to visit the United States near the end of December, 
1962. Source further advised that Evtushenko was 
invited to give his recitation of poems to be held at 
the Studebaker Theater, 410 South Michigan, Chicago, 
Illinois, who is being sponsored by the CWBP. 

A characterization of the CWBP, including a 
characterization of| lappears as the last page 
of this memorandum. 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 

Above source related that Evtushenko is a 
prominent Soviet poet, approximately 30 years of age 
and is known for poems he had written concerning 
"Barbigar", a region near Kiev, USSR, where the 
Nazis had killed thousands of Semitic men, women and 
children. Source related that Evtushenko is considered 
a "Soviet patriot". 

4Evtushenko, according to source, has travelled 
previously to the United States and England where he had 
given his recitation of poems. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency. 

~C0NEtBENTlSL^ 

ouinuntu_ymvcALL/__ 

SERIALIzfeff^^FII FD 

DEC 10 1962 



APPENDIX 

CROSS WORLD BOOKS AND PERIODICALS, 
INCORPORATED, Also known as Midwest 
Book Hoose, Midwest Book Store 

Records of the Foreign Agents Registration Section- 
(PARS),. Justice Department, Washington, D.C., reflect statements' 
were filed by|for the Cross World Books And Periodicals136 
(CWBP).As'.'agent for1 Meshdunarodnaya Kniga (MKl (International .b7c 
Book), Moscow, USSR, from May, 1959, until 
in. October, 1960.\ The address of the CWBP wAA given as 333 south 
Wacker Drive, Chicago, and the purpose of the business was.given 
as importing Russian books and periodicals for.profit. 

'In January, 1961. a source advised the CWBP would be 
the propaganda centerr Iwas unable to establish and would 
become.a reality through new owners. 

b6 

b7C 

A second source in May, 1944, advised that 
then a member of the'Rogers Park Professional Branch 
Party (CP), Chicago. 

|_| was 
, Communist 

The'new CWBP .group, with 
_ _ | and others, filed 

^-.^registration statement number 1457 on June 19, 1961, with the 
' v PARS as agent for foreign principal MK to distribute and sell 

"Russian language books, recordings, pern Adi cals, film strip, 
-and visual aid..." and act as agents for Soviet 
periodicals and newspapers. The CWBP was incorporated in 
Illinois on January 3, 1961.. A six month supplemental statement 
was filed by the same group with the FAR5 in February, 1962. 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 

On December 21, 1953., a third source said was b6 

in the CP for a short period in the mid 1940s and was suspected b7c 
by the CP as being disloyal as of December 21, 1953. Source 
knew nothing else concerning him or his recent activities. 

APPENDIX 

« 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

4 4 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JJ^j^KE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Chicago, Illinois 

b6 

b7C 

Title Eugenii Evtushenko 

Character 

Reference Letterhead memorandum 
dated and captioned as above at Chicago, Illinois. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication 
have furnished reliable information in the past. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of 
a letterhead aeso dated and captioned as shove. 

Information copies being furnished 170 and 
Hew York since subject say visit these cities upon 
entering the United States. 

■ghe enc losedJLet terhead mmo is being 
classified .cohfldautlal since data obtained from 
source could reasonably result in the identification 
of a confidential Informant of continuing value and 
et«n»»QBi«fe future effectiveness thereof. Source is 
p—_l _ ; ,b7D 

In the event EVTUSHXKKO appears in Chicago 
and contacts CTO? pertinent information sill be 
submitted in a form suitable for dissemination. 
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_ ■ ■' j 

Yevtushenko WrittS^ 
Bitter Attack on Stalin 

\ . ' ^ v *■ 
MOSCOW (AP) Communist boss of Albania. 

poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko. He wrote: c 
leader of the Soviet Union’s “I imagine, 
young anti-Stalihist intellectu- That a telephone has been 
?ls;. published Sunday iua j.it- 1 „ «*upinthe jgmvei. 
fn V '“To E»v«r Hoxhfli 
Krest attack yet 6ft the late Stalin gives his. instruct 
jSoVietf dictator: \ tions/’ K 
r.the C&pmuuiit Party orgah what appeared to ^ aj 
jPravda printed, a .poem* 6n- tlilnly veiled allusion to Hox-* 
.titled- ‘’Heirs of Stalin,** in ha’s Communist .Chinese allies,: 
which the 30-year-old poet emo- lie added: “Where else ,does 
tionally .denounced surviving ^®ye^ire stretch from this tihistshere' andabroad. The ^Apparently timed for the 

ope he identified by name first anniversary next week of 
Premier NiWta SKbru- 

ev’s arch-foe, Enver Hoxha,; fMm Mauaoleum on Mos-'. 
L ~-J cow’s Hed Square, the poem. 

I said: I 

. • "We. carried him, * * 
Out of Jhe. tomb. 

But how to carry Stalin out 
of \ 

Stalin’s, heirs? 

. "Some heirs gather roses in 
. retirement. 

And secretly think, . 
. That this retirement is tern* 

. votary. . \ 
Some 1 
Even abuse Stalin from the \ 

podium, . I 
AndJthemselves, 
At night, ■ 
Yearn for the old.days.39 j 

This was clearly aimed at ; 
disgraced members of the anti- ; 
party group, led by former 
Foreign Minister V. M. Molo-! 
tov, and other Stalinist sympa- ■ 
thizers who survived Khru- t 
shchev’s bloodless party purges. 

The poem contained a vivid 
'description of the secret re¬ 
moval of Stalin’s* body from 
jits place of honor beside Lenin 
in the red marble Mausoleum: 

' ftSilent was the marble. 
[ Silently glittered the glass. 

Silently stood the guard, 
becoming bronzed in the . 

"And the coffin almost 
steamed. 

Breathing came through the * 
cracks, ‘ 

When he was carried out 
through the Mausoleum 
doors. ‘ 

j The coffin floated slowly, 
.Touching the bayonet edges. ' * 

"He also was silent— 
Also— 

j But threateningly silent 
i Sullenly clenching- his em~ 
> balmed fists, • ■ 

Inside pressing himself to 
the cracks, 

A man pretending to be 
dead.” ' 

. Bitterly recalling the Stalin¬ 
ist era, Yevtushenko remem¬ 
bered: 

"The forgetfulness of the 
good of the people, 

Sfander, . 
Arrests of the innocent. 

“W.e .sowed honestly; 
We honestly smelted steel, 

:' And honestly marched. 
In military formations. 

; "And he feared us. 
Be, believing in the great 
' goal, did' not 'consider, 

< That the means, 
! Must be worthy 
I Of the greatness of the 
1 i goal’’ * 
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: anya-aea _pna 
YEVTUSHENKO’5# wife bad sent a. wire from .the Soviet Union 

•’ .advising the subject.was ill and as, a'"reGult of his• ilia©#© 
•r*?oulidi. not be able to visit the United State© at this time* ,. 

Information copies of this airtel are' being sent. \ •' 
the office© listed below due to their interest in the .arrival : 
intthe United .State© of this subject.' . > •■' 

WO willbe considered as office of'origin in'this 
matter until, it is detenainod where the subject. will spend the 
majority • of. hi© • time* .‘t if .he. should visit the 'United^ate©. . 

3-Bureau - 
| A/^^ndianapolis (Info) ’(8 
|jli^ChicagO; (Info) (aM) 

' i-New York (Info)- (BM) . 
■fbwo .:'■ . : 

5; l’.:. 

A TCJ 2mbb lAA 
if (7) ■**$ 

^\5earched 
Serialized 
Indexed _ 

.Filed __ 



WFQ will conduct no further, investigation in 
this matter at present. Upon receipt of information indicating 
.the date of the subject9® arrival in the United States j, this • 

will be reopened and handled in accordance with Section 
Manual of Instructions* pertaining toj 
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Poet's Ouster From Soviet 

Writers’. Union Asked 

By THEODORE SHABAD 
Special to The New York Times 

MOSCOW, April 12 —'' The 

Soviet > press printed to day de¬ 
mands , that "Yevgeny Yevtu 
shenko,. who, has been under 
heavy criticism for ' “political 
immaturity,” vbe ousted from 
the Writers* Union. 

The publication, of the de¬ 
mands, made at a recent writ¬ 
ers’ conference, seemed virtual¬ 
ly to. rule out the 29-year-old 
poet’s contemplated trip to the 
[United States. f. * 

[The. American professor 
airanging Mr. Yevtushenko's 
trip announcedy that, he had 
received a telegram from the 
poet yesterday saying he 
would be unable to make the 
tour because of illness.] 

^ A United States Embassy 
spokesman said no application 
for a. visa had been received 
from Mr. Yevtushenko. Reliable 
’Soviet sources said there must 
have been a ■ ‘misunderstand¬ 
ing” . regarding J the ^reported 
promise by'the Soviet Embassy 
in Washington, to student or¬ 
ganizers .at Princeton Univer¬ 
sity* that the poet would attend 
a. symposium there' starting a 
Week /from'- today. 
( Mr. Yevtushenko, . who lias 
been a controversiar figure on 
’the literary,scene in- the post-] 
Stalin perio^came under at-1 
jtack late last had ap¬ 
parently been in the Communist 
party’s good* graces, for some 
time_previously.. - 

I At, a meeting between ‘ Pre- 
mier KhriUHc^v^and writers 
'and artists in December, / the 
Premier: criticized Dmitri Shos¬ 
takovich for having used Mr. 
Yevtushenko’s. , poem “Babi 
Yar,” dealing, with1 Russian 
Wnti-Semitism, in his 13th .Sym¬ 
phony, a cantata-like’ work. 

; Revised Poem Criticized^ 

The poet subsequently re- 
jwrote a few lines of the poemj 
(to meet official,, criticism, but- 
even the revised version ..of the 
vocal symphony has been as-j 
sailed* iii- the press. ‘ v . 

Mr.; Yevtushenko’s troubles: 
were aggravated last month Im 
with. - the. .publication of his 
1 ‘Precocious. Autobiography” in' 
the Paris weekly ’Express. The! 
autobiography offered interpre¬ 
tations of Soviet life that! 
strayed considerably from - the 
official line. 

Demands for his dismissal 
from the Writers’. Union ap¬ 
peared in the literary weekly 
Literaturnaya Rossiya in' a 
summary report of the Confer¬ 
ence of Writers of the Russian 
Republic here last week. s 

. Vladimir Fedorov, a writer, 
was quoted as haying said: 

If Yevgeny Yevtushenko 
were’to be judged by the sacred 
laws of, the Young Guard, there 
woUld tie ho room for him in the 
.Union of Writers.” * " 

The 1Youiig ,Guard was a 
group of teen-age partisans of 
World V£ar II who were caught 
by the Germans and killed after 
^having been betrayed by, one of 
itheir members. v 

^ »-■—4 

AEG 

The literary weekly added 
| that Mr.. Fedorov’s suggestion] 
was supfK>rt5tr*&y three other 
speakers at * the conference. 

Mr. Yevtushenko , is reported 
|lto have been staying in seclu- 
Ision while the controlled press 
has been making attack, aftqr 
.attack upon him. The single de¬ 
fense of his actions, published 
as readersV comment in the 

] newspaper . Komsomolskaya. 
Pravda last weekend, is believed 
to reflect continuing loyalty] 
among at, least, part of his ad¬ 
mirer si \ /V 

However, random conversa¬ 
tions with young Russians who 
have regarded him as theiri 
spokesman in recent years sug¬ 
gest that,the propaganda cam-1 
paign against the poet is having 
an effect.* _ , 

An official version of Mr. Yev¬ 
tushenko’s autobiography is re¬ 
ported to be circulating in party 
and Komsomol (Young Commu- 
Inist League)* circles. But the 
average«SoviqtfcitizenJs forced 

, to: rely on highly selectiy&^t 
cerpts - reprinted in ./the ’.^ess, 
'which put in questioh the poet’s 
idvalty to the Communist-cause. 
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^yfoscow’s Ideological Crisis 
, , Moscow’s decision tq hold a ^Communist party 
Central Committee-mating devoted to ideological 
problems will;strenJjfpn thf> widespread-Western X 
belief that an idebfejical 1 crisis exists'in the j 
Soviet Union. , • * - . ... ‘ 

The Central Committee, meeting would hot be 
[necessary if the ferment among Soviet intel¬ 
lectuals simply reflected wild aberrations of/ a 
'handful of writers and artists. It; seems evident 
that the intellectuals have been expressing ideas 
held by many ordinary Soviet citizens, partic-*i 
'ularly younger ones. ‘ 

r.What are these dangerous ideas? Victor Ne¬ 
krasov has publicly asked that the Soviet people 
be'told the truth about the United States and 
has condemned those Soviet visitors to this coun¬ 
try who claim only to have, seen slums arid 
[oppression, Yevgeny Yevtushenko in his,auto¬ 
biography has called essentially^orf an end' to 
the cold' war, for real peace rind understanding 
among the world’s people,; not merely a Khru- 
shchevian ‘‘peaceful, coexistence.” Ilya Ehren-j 
burg has raised directly, tbeT question of the1 
highly placed Soviet citizens—including by infer- j 
erice Khrushchev,^ who knew during the Stalinist] 
purges of the 1930’s that injustices were bbirigj 
committed, but who kept quiet or/even col- , 
labbrated in the; terror. Other writers have dared £ 
ito publish honest accounts of the poverty and 
Jmisery which exist in large areas of Russia. 
; Taken together these1 and other expressions 
icontain the equivalent of a political platform. 
iThat platform demands an end to the lies still 
inflicted upon the Soviet people today. vIt calls 
;for an honest reckoning with the Stalinist era. 
jAnd. it reflects a weariness with the artificial 
istruggle against the free world, a struggle re- 
jquiring so many material sacrifices. 

In Hungary and Poland the Soviet leaders, 
jkriow iUwas a similar revolt of the intellectuals’ 
jthat laid the groundwork for the shattering 
[events- of October and November, 1956. The 
■Soviet Communist party leadership wants noth¬ 
ing similar to happen l^JbeUS.S.R. But it was 
[Khrushchev who openeJTSs Pandora’s Box/ 
when he exposed Stalin first in 1956 and then 
in 1961. It Is not only in mythology that Pan¬ 
dora’s Box is impossible to close. -6 

4- 

/V.y.TmtZs 
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Ebullient Poet, in Senegal,! 

Expounds on Women, Too 

By LLOYD GARRISON 
Special to The New York Times 

DAKAR, Senegal, April 19™ 
He chomps on American chloro¬ 
phyll chewing gum, chain¬ 
smokes American cigarettes and 
wears tailor-made European pin 
striped suits* His opinions on 
everything from politics to 
women seem as limitless as his I 
capacity to down Scotch on the 
rocks and stay sober. 

In short, Yevgeni Yevtushenk, 
part poet, part showman, is his 
hold self again. 

American and European admi 
ers of the Soviet poet will re¬ 
member him for his electrify¬ 
ing readings several years ago 
in the days when Nikita S. 
Khrushchev opened the door a 
crack to artistic diversity; 

Catlike onstage intensity and 
flamboyant readings of unortho¬ 
dox verses made the tall young 

man with <flo$e-eropped blond 
ihalr a celebrity overnight. To 
many, to personify 
a new Soviet wave of angry 
young men. 

But Premier Khrushchev’s 
vim u/ diversity, . 
mit such radical nonconformity. 
Mr. Yevtushenko and many oth¬ 
er Soviet rebels fell from poli¬ 
tical favor, and it was not un¬ 
til recent months that Mr. Yev¬ 
tushenko was again permitted 
to travel abroad* 

Outdrew the Beatles 

The aura of the celebrity is 
still there. In Australia last 
month, Mr. Yevtushenko out¬ 
drew even the Beatles. 

In the cold-war battle for 
prestige here at the first World 
Festival of the Negro Arts, 
Duke Ellington’s smash per¬ 
formances clearly established 
the United States as the festi-i 
val favorite. As an answer to 
Mr. Ellington, the Russians 
turned not to their ballet 
dancers or their symphonies .pfj 
their astronauts but tfa ISfel 
Yevtushenko. 

Moscow seems unlikely to be 
disappointed. Hours after the 
box office opened for his re¬ 
cital, due next week at Dakar’* 
huge Sorano Theater, the house 
was sold out. 

Sunday night, sitting at H# 
bar of a Soviet cruise ship tifcf | 
up in Dakar Harbor, Mr. Yev< 
tushenko unraveled the cell 
phane fro^p a fresh 
of cigarette^ switched 
Scotch to a botte of Odesa 
Champagne (“&’s as dry as a 
French brut, with fine body”) 
and proclaimed in English" to 
his American guests: 

“I am a patriot of Soviet 
wines, Soviet women and Sov¬ 
iet aong, but not Soviet ciga¬ 
rettes. We have good tobacco, 
but we don’t know how to roll 
cigarettes like the Americans/* 

1LS, Envoy Present 

11| j| 

leadership respects this. They 
arg^pitis&cal men, 
to the people’s wants. 

“Stalin was a geometrical 
man, but life is not geometrical. 
Khrusncnev was like goulash— 
impulsive; you could never 
grasp him. 

“I don’t know why you Amer¬ 
icans are so blindly anti-Com¬ 
munist. You must know that 
in Russia we have had bad 
Communists, mediocre Commu¬ 
nists and fine Communists. Why 
can't you see this?” 

The polt continued: “It’s just 
as silly to be anti-American. 
There are some fine Americans 
and some bad Americans, like 
Barry Goldwater. What a crazy 
man! But you have Robert 

and Robert Lowell and 
John Steinbeck.” 

The talk turned to literary 
censorship around the world. 
Mr, Hughes spoke of how hard 
It had been for young Negro 
Writers to find publishers in the 
twenties and early thirties, 

-‘hen the American diplomat 
.ed Mr. Ywgtushenko about 

recent tri£t and imprison- 
it of Andrei v D. Sinyavsky 
Yuli M. DanieL Soviet writ- 
who had smuggled abroad 

t critical of the Soviet 
talent. 

pad 
from | y 

The guests included Langston [ 
Hughes, the dean of American 
m^Tpoets; Nicolas England, 
professor of ei^iomus^Kotogy 'at 
Columbia University an Amer¬ 
ican diplomat and his wife, a 
girl Peace Corps volunteer and 
an American diplomat and his 
wife. 

Life during the fall from polit¬ 
ical grace was “hardly pleas¬ 
ant,” Mr. Yevtushenko said, but 
he felt convinced that it would 
never happen again* 

“You know/’ he said, “I got 
hundred* of letters from ordi¬ 
nary people all over Russia who 
had read my poems! They sent 
money, more than $1,000. I sent 
it all back, all except 3 rubles 
from a little girl. I sent her a 
poem instead because she said 
she wanted to be a poet. 

“The point is that the people 
didn’t lefesSrc^tSf&n—and public 
opinion means something in 
Russia today. The new Soviet 
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AIRTEL 10/27/66 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM s SAC, IJFO 

YEVGENIY ALSCSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO, aka 
Evgeni Aleksandrovich Evtushenko 

(00:NY) 

ReBulet to SAC, New York, 10/26/66, 

subject: 

11/7=12/66 
11/13 
11/15 . 
11/16=18 
11/19-21 
11/21 - 12/5 
12/6 
12/7=9 
12/10-27/66 

Ifurnished following itinerary for the 

New York City, N. Y. 
Princeton, N. J. 
Buffalo, N. Y„ 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Washington, D. C. 
New York City, N. Y. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Berkeley, Calif. 
New York City, N. Y. and 
departure 

3 = Bureau. |— 
2 = Buffalo (RK) 
2 = Chicago (RM) / |_ 
1 - Los Angeles (Info)(RM)(Atf) 
2 - Newark (R^Q_ / r\ f\ / A 
2 = New York I [RMj \\hU\JS 
2 - Pittsburgh (RM) j J\ s' 
2 - San Francisco (RM)(AM) UlnA \ 

X/l sssreisB-j - 
SeriaUrad - 
Indeed 
filed —- 
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-subject is Soviet national born 7/18/33, Zima, 
Irkutsk Oblast, USSR, and is a writer and poet. He was 
member of Soviet tourist group to U. S. in 1961. He was 

scheduled to visit again during 1963, however he did not 
arrive. Curing 1962, a Chicago Office source advised subject 
was to give recitation of poems at affair sponsored by Cross 
World Books and Periodicals, CCWHP), Chicago, Illinois. CWBP 

has been described as propaganda center and registered as 

agent for a foreign principal Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga (Inter* 
national Book). Moscow. USSR. I I 

describedI 
mid 1940s. 

>eing 
ind another Chicago source, 

the Communist Party in 

|,related subject would not spend all of the 
dates alio ted for Hew York City in that city. He advised 

subject '.s sponsor is arranging additional recitations for 
subject and their dates and locations would be made available 
when completed. 

Handle in accordance with Section 
Instructions, pertaining to 

Manual of 

Info copy to Los Angeles as subject may visit that 

area. 

WO will maintain contact with|_ land furnish Bureau 
and interested offlees.all pertinent info obtained. 
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Yevtushenko'to Visit Queens 
' . ' =, A . >, 

College Ea’rly Next Month 

; By PETER KiHSS 
“All 'nightingales will understand 

each other!; i} 
* 'Everywhere^' they speak ' one 

language. ; . 
“But we men^. shall we never 
"Understand !each other? 

■ Yevgeny, Yevtushenko, the So¬ 
viet Union’s' well-known, non- 
conforming young poet, who so 
contrasted 1 men and (thrushes 
on, a springtime visit! to Har- 

I vard-in 1961,^is momiig to. the 
United States, again. I 

This* time the authorlof “Babi 
Yar” and "Stalin’s Heirs,” burn¬ 
ing poemsTof‘protest against 
anti-Semiid.sni and dictators, is 
to make a formal reading tour, 
sponsored by| Queens College. 

His first. appearance will be 
at the college’s .Colden Audito¬ 
rium in Flushing, Queens, on 
Sunday, Novi 6f\at\7 P.M., ac¬ 
cording to,'Albert Todd, lec¬ 
turer in Slavic languag'es there 
and chief sponsoiVpf the new 
tour. ' ’ 

Tickets. ydll* be', fife, given 
first, to students] and raculty of 
City University in tne order 
they., show identification cards 
at the 2,143-seat auditorium 
from now 011=. Starting-Nov. 2, 
tickets for *the "public will be 
made available for as long as 
they; last on requests sent with 
self-addressed envelopes to the 
Colden Auditorium box .office. 

Other’Reading Planned 

On1 Nov., 7, Mr. YevtuJperiko 
is to appear at some Qjueens 
College classes.' On Nov. *9 and 
12, at 8:30 P.M., he is to read 
at the Poetry Center of 'the 92d 
Street YiM.-Y.W.H.A., where 

'Miss Galen .Williams, secretary i 

of the'c?nteir“if"1!andling de¬ 
tails of his * coast-to-coast en- , 
garments’. i Tickets for^ the 
1,000 seats, have been priced at 

,$2,50. each>. \ 1 
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~The po* ~other_~datesi'~in^i 
elude Princeton University, Nov. 
13, at 8 Pr.M.'; State University 
of Buffalo; tfov. 15, 8:30 P.M.; 

k International Poetry ForuA, 
IPiftsburgH, Nov. 18, 8:30 P.M* !. 
lLibrary, of. Congress, Washing! ! 
Jon, Nov.\2i, ;8:30 P.M.; Uni 
versity of 'Chicago, Dec. 6, 8:35 r 
P.M.University of - California j 
at Berkeley/:Dec. 9, 8:15 P.M. j 

Mr. Todd/; said Mr. Yevtu- 
shenko’s^visit was "related to 
his role* as. a -Russian literary 
figure,” hqt 'to-, any debate. on , 
politics.. The Russian is "in-, 
terested as / a poet iri having 
experience ;to»(draw material for j 
further creative, work,” accord-j 
ing to Mr:l\T’odd:,j formerly: an \ 
Indiana; XJniversity. ’ ’professor j 
whb\still edits that university’s L 
annual American Bibliography 
of Russian "and'East European 
Studies. y l > [ 

"My personal view,” Mr. IT odd ; 
said, "is? that, all '' contacts lof • a f 
cultural ^nature would be benefi- * 

improve, understanding, 
when; C;?jye ifknow ' about each 
c|Ker;3^ye h|ve a better chancy 
ttf ‘living and /vorking together 
in peace anS prosperity.” , j 

r - Trip Canceled in 1963 j 

MiA /Yevmshenko, who wa[ 
33 years’ olcj. last July 18, hai 
been ori and^off in official favov 
in the Soviet Union. For six 
months1' ifi _ i963, he was de¬ 
scribed .as the victim of govern-' 
ment-imposed silence after the 
publication in France of his] 
autobiography. His trip to the 
United -States, which was sched-, 
mled/that year on invitations ' 
|from i6 universities and the 
^American Literary Association, 
jwas called off ostensibly be¬ 
cause of illness. 

More recently he has again; 
drawn thousands of listeners to 
public readings in the Soviet^* 
Unioni • .He[, nas, traveled td 
Italy, ■ Australia- and .* Senegal.) 
Last fall hejserved two montfe 
in the' Soviet; Army, reportedly! 
to get experience. . Last suiw- 
mer he took part in poetry pit«j 
grams: raising funds for Norur 
Vietnam, and urged: Americans, 
to speak otit against the Viet-i 
nam War. 'V A } 

George ReAveV.who last year, 
. transIated^^hePoetry of Yev-, 
geny ‘Yevtushenko!’’ recalled 
that Mr. Yevtushenko’s 196i, 
tour was with; Armrei Voznesen¬ 
sky and other intellectuals. It 
included 'visits To New York and 
Harvard. V' ■ \ 

The trip ^produced- at least* 
two poems.1‘r One was "The! 
American Nightingale,” dated 
from Harvard,' and the other 
was "Conversation With an 
American Writer.” In Mr. 
Keavey’s translation, the latter! 
said in part: I “You have courage 

They tell me. 
“It’s not true. 
"I was never courageous. * > 
"I simply felt it unbecoming 
"To stoop to the cowardice! of 

my colleagues.” I 
And it concluded that #"our 

descendants will burn witlf bit¬ 
ter shame” to remember when 
"plain honesty” had to be la-i 
beled "courage.” \ 
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SOVIET POET HERE 
FOR 6-WEEK TOUR 

Yevtushenko Hopes to Write 

a Book About America 

By PAUL HOFMANN 
Yevgeny • Yevtushenko, the 

young Russian poet, arrived 
here last night and said he 
would like to help “remove the 
Mack cats that run between’* 
the United States and the So¬ 
viet Union.- 

The sometimes nonconform-1 
ing writer is in this country 
for a six-week poetry-reading 
tour from coast to coast He 
said he would like to write a 
book of verse on America. 

“I don’t know yet what kind 
of book it will be,” the 33-year- 
old tall, blue-eyed, author said 
smilingly at Kennedy Intema-j 
tional Airport. 

Neither did Mr. Yevtushenko 
jpredict how his visit would turn 
|out. “tt may be a silver coin 
or nails,” he said. 

Speaking in Russian, with 
every sentence translated by 
Alfred frodd of. Queens College, 
tHe^poet said he would like to 
visit also “that part of America 
that's closest (to our shores— 
Alaska—if it can be arranged.” 

Hopes to See SmaZl Cities 

| Furthermore, he went on, he 
I would like to see San Francisco, 
[Texas and' Alabama and many 
(smaller, provincial cities of 
‘America because “the soul of 
]a people is more likely to be 
'found in small places.” 
j Mr. Yevtushenko arrived on a 
[Scandinavian Airlines System 
{flight from Stockholm at 
!6;15 P.M. ■ - 

He ^was accompanied by his 
wife, Galina, who was wearing 
the Russian version of a mini¬ 
skirt—just above her kneecaps 
—a black leather coat and Mack 
go-go boots. The poet said they 
were both tired. They left Mos¬ 
cow early yesterday morning.' 

“I hope you are all human¬ 
itarians, Mr. Yevtushenko told 
reporters, anu don’t ask ahy| 
questions.” Few questions were 
asked.” / 
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Sponsorgdby College 

His second visTtTxTthe United 
States (he spent a few weeks 
here in 1961) is sponsored by 
Queens College of the City Uni¬ 
versity of New York. A col¬ 
lege {spokesman explained that 
'individualhomes’- were taking 
care of the couple visitors 
during part of their stay. 

. Mr. Yevtushenko’s first pub¬ 
lic appearance .is scheduled for 
7 P.M. tomorrow at the Queens 
Colleg4. ; ;Colven Auditorium 
where fib will read some of his 
works iV.Russian. Translations 

read in English by 
oys, a professional 

will be 
Barry 
aclorv” 

According to Mr. Todd, who 
is a member of the Queens 
College Separtment of ro¬ 
mance ana Slavic ' languages 
and-a' friend, of the poet, 'the 
purpose of; the^readings is . to 
make' it possible for Americans 
to become- better acquainted 
with the, culture, and art of the 
younger Soviet generations. 

Mr. Yevtushenko will read 
again from ; his works next 
Wednesday and next Saturday 
at the Young Men’s and Young 
Women’s' Hebrew Association 
building at 92d Street and Lex¬ 
ington Avenue. Other appear¬ 
ances will take him to Prince¬ 
ton, Chicago, and other cities. 
He is scheduled to read in the' 
Library of" Cditg'/^gg’ in Wash-j 
ington on Nov. 21. 
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Soviet Poet 
Hopes Cat 
Will Scat 

NEW YORK, Nov. 4 (UPI)> 
Russian poet Yevgeny Yev¬ 
tushenko said tonight the So¬ 
viet Union and the United 
States must “get rid of that 
black cat that runs between 
us.” 

The blond poet held a news 
conference at Kennedy Inter¬ 
national Airport to begin a six- 
week U.S. tour. I 

Through an interpreter, Yev¬ 
tushenko said, “i should tajke 
all of those black cats aikd 
hang them upon some interna¬ 
tional posts., 

"T am sure that the time will 
come when there won't be any 
posts to hang them upon,” he 
added. 

Accompanied fb the press 
conference by' his y^retty bru¬ 
nette wife, Galina, Vevtushen 
ko said he didT^twnow what 
[the results of his visdt would 
be—“a silver coin ot; some 
nails.” 

“But I have no apprehension 
whatsoever whether it is the 
one or the other,” he said. 

He said the trip, his second 
to this country, was designed 
to provide material for “A 
Book of Verse About Amer¬ 
ica” and to give him an op 
portunifY ro re ah his poetry. 
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NorSimply a 'Cell' 
TiTMUMTQ" TWB li T17 fl “J never ask for permission, ! 
(f Ui/Jjll 10 Ju J Hr. Yevtushenko said, adding 

w « A*TWm wIt—J-1hat the officially favored So- 
WITXJ C/lVIUT DflUlVl1?* artistic school of “Socialist/ 
M 11XI uu I ljj 1 Rim ;fasm- left room, for a vs riety 

,>Y' . ■; 1 of styles. : : ' ' 
■' '• • . ^ ^ f He warned against viewing’ 

Yevtushenko Takes Over a the official school simply as a 
. , v-.vv*. ... - ‘‘cell in which * the ^writer.. is fc; 

Class ;at Queens College incarcerated.-^ : 1 V 
T f'*. - •;/' /V - “An; artist/like Samson, sup- h 

~ , ‘v- . ** ports the building, in which hep 
By THEODORE SHAB AD ,1 is; confined,” Mr. Yevtushenko, / 

4'Yevgeny,- Yevtushenko tooliH ’./H;£ 
« i—__ The allusion was to the Bibli- k 

> By THEODORE SHAB AD Uis; confined,” Mr. Yevtushenko. ;! 

'Yevgeny, Yevtushenko tooki . *' 
. ? The allusion was to the Bibli-l 

' • ^-.Rnssto language andK- ^j fi^rejbi >Judges^.4Tidiixvi;' f 
liter^ure , class at Queens Com,: who^ endowed'with superhuman P 
lege yesterday and chatted withv strength, caused a'stone palace f 
students for an hour in: Russian^ to collapse upon/his Philistine j 
about; his ideas on life and % captors and himself. * r" 
writing. 11 Asked about the purpose' off 

■ -ci i' 4.’ i5‘-•••l his trip which is sponsored byf 
For the last week the,class,} QUeen^College, the poet saidj 

Russian Literature 60. had stud- “I want to get the feel of the', 
led. 'the. visiting Soviet'/rpoet’s,, cbuiitiry^nbt'3ust' with;the mind, 
works uhder its instructor, Al-| but’witli the skin.” ■ / • ■ *> , 
bert C. Todd Jr., wli’S Jis<vco-!' His ambition, he added, 4s to 

ordinatmg.Mr. Yeytushenko’s; ^^^ ^r^t^ cloSest; 
six-week recital tour /-&f thej 
United States. • < £.Y.\Yv 

The question-and-answer pe-j 
riod proceeded entirely -without! 

The 33-year-old:poet, a,slen^; I: translation, with the poet using , 
def six-footer; blond and blue- ^hat he Ailed hisr“most primi-l 
_j j * «.•_Hive laheimere” and the students eyed, was an hour late for the - tive kwgiA»s" and the students, 
11 A M iei.ee: musteringj.bravery, with their 
h ■ 'P': •: • ■ 'best college Russian.; / 
Speaking |n a relaxed, con-,! Not all the students were 

V- ' jr-, . :%'>*■ C best college Russian,. . ' r 
Speaking jin a relaxed, ;?6n-, i: Not all the students were/ 

versationail tone, a . .cigarette v sufficiently advanced' in Rus- 
dangling |rom his lips/' he ex-/ sian to understand everything 
ciised hinSelf, .saying/ /Y'hadf Mr/‘Yeytuslienk<> was saying, 

a late night, staying up -M 

4 A-M. at A Steinbecks.” W 

■ He and Jqjm\Steinh^k, the ideas, were coming across, jt 
American /novelist, have been “Don’t be so shy/* ,;the , poet 
engaged iii a publicized ex- [would say when the silerice be- 
change of open letters in WhiCh f rmapfinne' iKnnov«A AWiKoiwli change 6f op en letthrs iib which tween 'questions became embar- 
each challenged thewother to ! rassingiy iongv -*-v 
speak out against theiXGovem- ;; Audience Captivated ; 
ments* roles in the war in 
Vietnam.-; , '' ■ . . 

* , A Strange Address' ; 

rassirigly. ‘ long/a - ^ . ‘ 
}! Audience; Captivated 
Mr. Yevtushenko’s classroom^; 

style, serious but.informal,, was 
in/sharp 'contrast to the show? 

The'poet , came to the class! manship he , displayed Sunday 
wearing matching gray trousers! 

j _j J" f*xi.»i liAi-:*. J m : the college’s Colden Anditor- and jacket, and one of the light-y pi the; college’s Golden . Auditor- 
colored knit 'shirts he favors for 1U^; ; •> 
public , appearances, ‘ i’ . jr „ capacity^ japdience-;; .of j 

■Mr Yevtushenko crinsed a"’ 2,1001was captivate^ as he -de-; 
the first student prefaced 51 claimed in Russian, his body |; 
auestion1 with “Gosnodin' Yev-f swaying and, his arms flailing } 
tushenko,” meaning, : ‘‘Mister. ca(^erice to his rhyth- 
Yevtushenko,” a;form,of address, miTn 
strange to the poet. • • ; Alludmg to his uninhibited 

platform manner, a, student 
He is accustomed to being asked yesterday /whether Mr. 

ailed in Russian-by his mck-f v<avtn«hpriir<s- via/?+viAnorv»t ,v - Yevtushenko: hadr even- thought 
jnamX^Zhgnya^or more for- of beComing an actor... i 
Wal/y fhHcustomary Rassian The poet recalled that;/ dur-j 
first name and patronymic, Yev- in«*a visit to Italy, he had been 
geny /Aieksabdrovich,” or even of|red the role of JesuTin the 

f ffihfe “The Gospel Accolling tol 
Tiam not.ja teacher, but a, st.lMatthew,” directed fcV Pier 

student of the Russian lan-. pa|jQ Pasolini .with a fcase off 
jguage,” the student, contmuec 1nonprofessionalg; l 
in a Russian. \ 1*4—___- --•■■■ ->■- •>-■■■ j 

‘Me too,” coui^ered the pie.-.v,-- 
ben the^ questioner camel to , 

th i point. How do/Soviet w$it- i 
era know whether their work 

. is in accord with ‘‘Socialist ideo-1 
logy,” he wanted to know. . 
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Yevtushenko, Irritated by Criticism, 
By HENRY RAYMONT , 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko said] 
yesterday that people who criti¬ 
cize himfor failing to speak out 
)more strongly here * against the 
jwar in Vietnam are '"without 
Ibrains.” /’% • 
\ Recalling his repeated pleas 
\f<yp peace, "both * in his .poetry 
and in the . discussion periods 
after his readings, on, his cur¬ 
rent -lecture, tour, ..the 33-year- 
old Russian poet observed: 
Ideas , can; sometimes - be ex¬ 

pressed directly, 'sometimes 
symbolically.” " ' \ 

Mr. Yevtushenko was, react¬ 
ing to. a pamphlet by the Pro¬ 
gressive Labor /party . and ‘ ’ to 
some remarks by persons'in the 
audience at his poetry recital at 
the' Y.M.-Y.W:H.A; Saturday 
night, accusing him of dampen¬ 
ing any condemnation of ^’Ameri¬ 
can policies in Vietnam, /■ 
[. The lanky’ usually ebullient 
Ipoet slumped in an upholstered 
’arngchair in his” two-room suite 
at Bte Chelsea 'Hotel, ‘looking 
moodyWid grim as he discussed 
jthe criti^sm in an interview, 
j “I am a poet and!I speak the 
language' of .poetry,” ,he said., 

“My position remains as before 
—that the war must, be . term¬ 
inated as; soon, as possible. If 
some people don't ; understand 
that, 4t* is because they are 
without-brains.” . ; • 

Prof; Albert Todd of Queens 
College, ‘ who coordinated \ Mr. 
Yevtushenko's trip and is ac¬ 
companying him ,on a six-week 
coast-to-coast tfour, confided 
that . the .criticism haJd “ir¬ 
ritated” the Russian. 
•/The pamphlets of th^^Pro-. 

gressive Labo^pa_r,ty, a \ small 
| • identi¬ 
fied with. Peking4roolicies,Were 
distributed by three youngYnen 
outside the, Y.M.-Y.W.H^/s 
Kauffman Auditorium, at 92d 
Street .and Lexington Avenue, 
just before Saturday night’s 
reading.' They accused Mr. 
Yevtushenko of "compromising 
his; prinicples” on his American 
tour. •/ .; 
‘ 'But if. the poet was angered 
by 'these accusation^ he* showed 
it only once during the question- 
and-answer period that followed 
the reading. -Most ,of the/.time 
he , displayed his;. usual -humor, 
reserving some,: biting irony for 
questions by. persons who^Kad 

obviously never read his works 
before. ‘ ' V t . - 

The moment of anger came 
when a rnari in. the audience 
asked why . he had not: written 
about “the suffering ’ of the 
Vietnamese people.’ ’ 

“I have written such a poem,” 
Mr.• Yevtushenko ‘retorted 'icily. 
"‘Please- read my poetry and 
ddn’t ask me what I’ve written.”. 
• .He smiled when a; stout; red¬ 
faced woman walked up to'the 
foot of the stage to 'demand in 
Russian: “Have you written 
about .the victims' of: Stalinist 
terror.?” ’ 4/ ‘ 0 

. Mn; Yevtushenko, whose pop¬ 
ularity in the. "Soviet/Union is 
attributed largely . to ■ his de¬ 
nunciation of, the Stalinist exr 
cesses, gave her a long, some¬ 
what. whimsical look. After a 
brief exchange • in Russian, he 
turned.to the audience and said 
through an interpreter: 

“I requested'the'nice lady to 
speak in English, but she ■ said 
she speaks none. I then . told 
her, ‘You apparently .don’t read 
Russian either, if you can ask 
a, question like that.’ ” * ’ 

. The author,, wearing a rum- 
ole d ^ err av -i e r s e an d_L gray 

position on the. war whs an 
ironic twist, to'the poetIs pub¬ 
licized dispute with John Stein¬ 
beck. the American novfilstTr” 

The exchange betwfen the 
two authors, who have Remained 
close friends, began list July 
when Mr. Yevtushenko urged 
•Mr. ‘ Steinbeck to protest the 
bombing of’North Vietnam. Mr. 
Steinbeck-replied that the influ¬ 
ence of' both men on their gov¬ 
ernments' to’ stop all foreign 
interference in .the interirel af¬ 
fairs of South Vietnam^vould 
be “more effective than*denun- 
ciation.” ' ' - 

\ 

v 
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LP oet Yevtushenko 

- & i! G fi JLI'r j'Vaj 5TSI 
To Give Reading r 
Here on Monday 

i Washingtonwill-;$ay,T$iost 
Monday ■ to controversial Soviet 
poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, who 

t yesterday concluded the first ' 
.jweek of his scheduled six-week^ 

^American tour. . • / - ■ ' e , 
■ The poet has drawn unprec;'J 
•'edented crowds to his readings* 
(inVNew York. He will read"StV 
the,. Library of Congress Mondavi 

>at 8:30 p.m. He speaks little;; 
v ^English, and will read his poems*4 
Yin1 Russian. Translations wilCbe, 
Yead by American actor Barry 

'^Somewhat bewildered by crit-‘ 
•icsXwho complain that his1 atJ 
Ltack\ on U.S. Viet Nam polity! ] 
have been watered down, ;the; 
^-year-old poet * said in New : 

. York: 
“My position remains .. . that 

the war must be terminated-as 
' soon as possible. If some people 
l don’t understand that, it is be- 

• cause they are without brains.” 
. Yevtushenko . first made , a 
name for1 himself; in Russia; as 
a literary innovator, attacking 
Stalin and anti-Semitism. More 
recently he has been an active 
critic of U:S. policy in Indochina. 
He reportedly visited Hanoi 
early this year, and during the 

t summer “called on “Americans 
^of good conscience”' to protest 
ithe-war.^VKdb- ci » • tju 
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Poet Yevtushenkci 
To Give Reading 
Here on Monday 
Washington,, will play, host 

Monday ’ to .controversial Soviet 
poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko, who 
yesterday concluded the first 
week of his scheduled six-week 
American tour. - 

The poet has drawn, unprec¬ 
edented crowds to his readings 
in New York. He-will"read at 
the Library of Congress Monday 
at 8:30 p!m. He speaks little 
English, and will read his poems 
in-Russian. Translations will be] 
read by American actor Barry 
Boyd, j 
; Somewhat bewildered by crit 
ics who complain that his at¬ 
tacks on policy? 
have been‘watered down, the 
33-year-old > poet said in New 
York: ^ . 1 . j 

“My position'remains that* 
the war must be terminated Jai 
soon as possible. If some people 
don’t understand that, it is be* 
cause.they are without brains.’j- 

Yevtushenko first made . a 
name for himself in Russia -as; 
a • literary innovator, attacking 
Stalin and anti-Semitism. More 
recently he has been an active, 
critic of U.S. policy in Indochina. 
He reportedly visited Hanoi I early and -during the 
summer called on “Americans 
of .good conscience’* to protest 
the war. 

s/ /*. ;• 
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Yevtushenko Bewildered 
By Far Left Critics in U.S. 
NEW YORK, Nov. 14 (AP) 

The controversial Soviet poet 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko wound 
up the first week of his suc¬ 
cessful American tour today 
bewildered by one complaint 
—he is not far enough to the 
left to suit American leftists. 

Relaxing in his hotel suite, 
Hie 33-year-old Siberian, a ma- 
j©r innovator in modern So¬ 
viet literature, said such crit¬ 
ics were “without brains.” 

* Yevtushenko was upset by 
criticism that he had watered 

down attacks on U.S. policy in 

the Vietnamese war during 

his readings, which are break¬ 

ing all attendance records for 

poetry recitals here. 

“I am a poet and I speak 
the language of poetry,” he 
said. “My position remains as 
.before—that the war must be 
terminated as soon as possi¬ 
ble. If some people don’t un¬ 
derstand that, it is because 
they are without brains.” « 

Y Yevtushenko, however, has 
not always been so quiet 
about Vietnam. He reportedly 
visited Hanoi last February, 
and last July 7 called on all 
“Americans of good consci 
ence” to protest the war, 

Yevtushenko, a lanky 
square-jawed man with pierc¬ 
ing blue eyes, has drawn such 
crowds to his poetry recitals 
that an extra one has been 
booked in December for Phil 
harmonic Hall, which seats 
more than 3000 persons. 

His readings are given in 
ussian—Yevtushenko speaks 

ittle English—and his audi- 
nces have included not ouly' 
bung intellectuals, but also 

older refugees from the Soviet 

Union who just want to hear 

the language. 

Yevtushenko was accompa¬ 

nied' here by his wife, Galrna, 

and has moved around New 

York with a freedom and lick 

of restraint unusual for a Vis¬ 
iting Soviet figure. 
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Soviet Poet Gives Dramatic Readings 
Celebrated and controversial 

Soviet poet Yevgeny Yevtu¬ 

shenko gave a ,.vivid -and dra¬ 

matic example last night of 

the kind of poetry reading 
that has won him worldwide 
fame. 

Before a jampacked Coo- 
lidge Auditorium, audience of 
some 500, heNbegah his read¬ 
ing-with the famous Babi Yar; 
the. condemnation of a n t i- 

* semitism 'which attracted 
*' world-wide renown when first 
written. - A 

Tha poems were read, first 
in English, by British aVtor 
Barry \BQys. and then recced 
irfRusSan by Yevtushenko. 

pis wks a vivid and personal 
st|le that demonstrated what 
h^js madeYiim such a celebrity 
in the international world of 
poetry. , . 

Yevtushenko' used no notes. 
He stood tall and slim before 
a microphone; and with em¬ 
phatic, athletic gestures, he de¬ 
claimed. 
' Sometimes, he swung his. 
arms as if delivering la karate 
chop. Sometimes he declaimed 
from a half couch. His limber 
body writhed, sometimes 
seeming like a gnarled tree. 

Meanwhile, his voice rose 
and fell, sometimes to a roar, 
quickly falling to an emotional 
whimper, as he stared and 
frowned at the audience. 

Often he looked like a 
prophet in a trance and diis 
words had a mystic soundlas 
tip rattled and prolonged Aie 
guttural Russian “r” soundl 
'^JYevtushenko has been, an 
and out of. favor in his home¬ 
land. Yesterday, in some of 
the poems, however, he spoke 
out clearly for individuality. 
Once, speaking of the beating 
of a child, he recited: \ 

“Even if a hundred are beat¬ 
ing him up, even for a good 
cause, 1 will never make one 
hundred one.’* 

One reference, to China 
brought laughs, both when 
\read in English and when 
jspoken in Russian. He gave a' 
fanciful rendition of a poem 
involving secret, agents. The 
Chinese agent was described 
as impaled on a spring and 
hidden in a couch. 

But instead of whispering 
“mother,” Yevtushenko said, 
the agent whispered “Mao.” 

Yevtushenko recited . this 
with his hands clasped, tor 
gether in meek ^supplication, 
and the audience-laughed, V 1 

At the close of the reading, 

Yevtushenko echoed senti¬ 

ments he had expressed at the 

beginning. He said he hoped 

American poets could come to 
Russia and Russians to 
America., - And he said . he 
would-like our two nations to 
experience \ the same senti¬ 
ments as on the - May 

the River Elbe, when soldiers 
from both armies met in 1945 
and embraced. 

~ Yevtushenko said ■ that art 
has the magic property of 
helping people understand 
each other. He said he had 
learned of America - through 
our'famous authorstand^.men- 
tioned • some . of the /great 

■wefrnes, of the past.* >.,, \ - 

Then he said that “when 
we don’t understand each 
other, you Americans and we 
Russians must appeal to the 
great spirits of the past.” 

And he added, “We must 
always remember the eyes of 
these great men are looking 
at us. The eyes of Kennedy 
who +did so much are gazing 
at’.us as welL” 

NOV 5 31966 
_FBI—WASH, F. 0. 
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McNamara in the audience 

Russian Poet Calls for a New Embrace at the Elbe 
By BERNARD GWERTZMAN 

Star Staff Writer 

Russia's most celebrated poet, 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko, called on 
Americans and Russians last 
night to “embrace again at the 
Elbe.” 

His words—and his exub¬ 
erant verse—were applauded by 
a record overflow crowd at the 
Library of Congress that includ¬ 
ed Secretary of Defense Robert 
S. McNamara who confessed to 
being a secret admirer of 
Yevtushenko’s poetry, and 
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly F. 
Dobrynin, his wife and daugh¬ 
ter. 

About 2,000 persons—students, 
matrons and Russian scholars— 
sought seats in the small Cool- 
idge audiorium. Most of them 
ended up sitting in hallways and 
in other rooms listening to a 
loudspeaker rendition of 
Yevtushenko reading in Russian 
and British actor Barry Boys 
reading English translations. 

So jammed was the largely 
VIP audience in the auditorium 
that James Dickey, the library’s 

poetry consultant, joked that if 
fire were to sweep through the 
library, “at least you can say 
you died in the cause of poetry.” 

Dickey, an obvious admirer of 

Yevtushenko, introduced him as 
a poet who refuses to “substitute 
what he is supposed to feel for 
what he does feel.” 

Yevtushenko, 33, is in the 

United States on a nationwide 
tour sponsored by Queens 
College of New York. He has 
drawn large crowds everywhere 
he has been, and his audience 

last night surpassed even that 
given his close friend Andrei 
Voznesensky, who was here last 
March. 

In Russia, the tall, blond¬ 
haired Yevtushenko is as, well- 
known as movie stars in this 
country. His swaggering stylej 
his love of life have made him 
the favorite of Russia’s young 
women—even though Voznesen¬ 
sky’s metaphysical poetry is 
more popular among Moscow’s 
intelligentsia. 

Last night, Yevtushenko was 
in good humor and eager to 
spread good will and mutual 
understanding. 

He appeared relaxed, and in 
Russian declamatory style 
constantly moved his arms to 
emphasize a point. His voice 
ranged from hard “Gs” to soft 
sibilants, and from loud to soft 
to dramatize a particular poem. 

Dressed in a two-tone grey 
cardigan and dark trousers, 
Yevtushenko began with a 
serious speech in Russian. 

See POET, Page A-6 

I he Bvtn'*] ^ ^ 

//-J..Z- cc 
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Audience the Most 
1 Continued From Page A-l 

praising some of»the American 
writers he has known—Arthur 
Miller, John Steinbeck, ;John 
Updike, Truman Capote, Ed¬ 
ward Albee, Tennessee; Wil¬ 
liams, Robert Lowell, Richard 
Wilbur, John Cheever. and Allen 
Ginsberg (“we have many like 
Ginsberg,” he added, referring 
to a growing beatnik movement 
in Russia). 

He talked of the need of the 
present American writers to live 
uppPthe great men of the past— 
Hemingway, Faulkner and Frost 
—Who had recently died, just as 
Soviet writers, tried to emulate 
Pasternak, Akhmatova and 
others. 

He said “let. us imagine 
another day in May when Amer¬ 
icans and Russians will embrace 
again at the,Elbe”-ra reference 
to § 1945 when U.S. and Soviet 
trobps linked up for the first 
time.' V '■ *■ 1 ■ ;■ 

Although in some of his5 writ- 
infs. he has criticized U.S. 
actions in Viet Nam and in' 
Cubaf he . made * no mention of 
the differences between the two 
countries.. . '; ■ VJ ' 

His choice of poetry ran the 
gamut of Yevtushenko’s reper¬ 
toire. He began with “Babi 
YarpV a poem that made him 
famous around the world, and 
gained him criticism at. home in 
1961J" 

The poem, with its grim 
descriptions of the past, accent¬ 
ed % Yevtushenko’s gutteral 
language, decried the lack of a 
monument to the Jews who were 
slaughtered at Babi Yar in the 
city of Kiev, and in general 
chided those who might still 
practice antisemitism. He was 
rebuked for suggesting anti¬ 
semitism exists in the Soviet 
Union. 

The new Soviet leaders have 
sirice begun construction of a 
monument and the poem is no 
longer so controversial—but it 
gained Yevtushenko the reputa¬ 
tion of being unafraid of criti¬ 
cism. At present, he is rarely 
criticized in, public, and is 
virtually , a member of the 
establishment. 

He’d Not Be “101” ~ 

In another poem, called 
“Pictures From Childhood,” he 
described a scene from his 
youth where he saw a hundred 
men- beating up someone. He 
concluded: “If there are 100 
beating up one—even in a good 
cause—I shall never make 101,” 
a statement reaffirming his 
efusal to run with the crowd. 

Yevtushenko writes in both a 
public and private style, and he 
read “Sleep My Beloved,” to 
show that his work cari. be ex¬ 

tremely personal as well las 
political in nature. » < 

“The Simbirsk Fair,” after 
the town where Lenin was born, 
told of a. youth who asked a 
downtrodden woman to “arise,” 
and from this he drew the analo¬ 
gy that some other such youth 
would tell the whole country to 
‘arise.” 

The. poet was. talking specifi¬ 
cally about Lenin, but the poem 
also reflected his faith in the 
youth of Russia—who all along 
have been ,his greatest admir- 
rs. 

The poem that drew the most 
laughs was one called “Impres¬ 
sions of Western Cinema,” 
which is unpublished. It pokes 
fun at everything from James 
Bond movies to the whole es¬ 
pionage profession, to pompous 
Soviet slogans, to Mao Tse-t|ng. 

The reference to Mao {de¬ 
lighted the audience the most. 
Yevtushenko talked of a Chinese 
agent who 'squirmed ^into the 
spring of a couch, and who, 
instead of calling “Mama,” 
cried,' “Mao.” Yevtushenko held 
his hands in mock homage to 
Mao^rbringing loud laughs from 
the crowd. ' 

A Commuter, He 

His personal philosophy was 
found in his well-known poem, 
“The City of Yes and'the City of 
No.” - 

The city of “No” was de¬ 
scribed as the dark, restrictive, 
bureaucratic place where one’s 
requests were always turned 
down by “carbon copies of No, 
No,. No.” The city of “Y&s” 
was the complete opposite, 
where anything one wanted was 
granted. ~ v 

Yevtushenko concluded, how¬ 
ever, that, to live in the city 
of “Yes” would be too boring, so 
it would Ibe better “to shuttle to 
the end. of my years—between 
the city of ‘yes’—and the city of 
no.’ ” 

McNamara . came into the 
auditorium about 10 minutes 
before the reading began and sat 
in the press section next to 
columnist Art Buchwald. 

He said he had read some of 
Yevtushenko’s poems a few - 
years ago in translation and felt 
he represented the “young 
Russia,”. and he had wanted to 
hear him. He stayed until the 
end. ; \ 

At last half of the auditorium 
was filled with persons who had 
no need of Boys’ rather personal 
rendering7 of Yevtushenko’s 
poem’s. These included diplomats 
and wives from the Soviet 
embassy and the cream of 
Washington’s corps of Soviet 
specialists. 
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Yevgeny Yevtushenko 

smokes a cigarette . . . 
says Pushkin and Pasternak 

are the greatest poets . . . 

SECTION C WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1966 Cl 
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. and as for the place 

of his own works, 

I 

Staff Photos by Matthew Lewis 

"modesty forbids me 
to comment.** 
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Talk /s His Glass of Tea 
By Meryle Secrest 

'Washington Post Staff Writer . 

, , .Any t i m!e Yevtushenko 
wants to drop the poetry bit 

1 arid, become a diplomat-at- 
large,y he’ll be a wild success. 

.The tall angular. ;young 
man with what his hostess 
called a “German Gothic” 
face,, talked in a mixture of 
Russian and English to a 
small group of guests at 
what was certainly the “in” 

hour after the party had be¬ 
gun. He’s tall, with shoulders 
that look as angular as coat' 
hangers. He is „unpoetically 

extroverted. His wife stood 
at the back of the room, say¬ 
ing / little but then .she 
didn’t have1 an interpreter 
constantly at her elbow. 
* Yevtushenko ' asked^ for. 
wine; he.got.champagne. He 

also specified filter ciga¬ 

rettes’.1' The .others, he said, 
literary .party of rtfe season^;;-.- too?sf'ong. for him. 

on ;Monday .night;Cft.lldwing fheh a'small group closed 
his reading at tire Library of Jn on bim and the questionS 

Congress. began. He accepted them 
Hejtook some carefully readily, almost • eagerly. " . 

He spoke passable English, loaded questions in stride, 

s p(6 k e with considerable but ag ~ as.his intetpret; 

frankness and convinced sev- AlbeI Todd, ,a Queen’s 

^f his'listeners .that-the . CbUewte^Tin Slavic 
intellectual thaw is on . in languages Lppeark Yevtu- 

shenko switched. in mid- 

h°stess 'sentence toWssian. V 
M wh0 entertained, at. Todd>...his^ead bent^w, 
^er -home in Georgetown A>r mad(! {hc brjef translatioii^ 

iThe hostess was Carolyn 
.Kizer, who entertained? a|^ 

tajl ’blond, with a Botticelli- 

"type cascade of curls,)sHe is 
program consultant in iitera- 
tureSfor the National Arts.. 
Endowment and,., herself, a 
noted poet. >vpheVf was • re¬ 
cruited to give a . party on 
short notice when it was dis¬ 

covered that no reception 
had been planned to follow 

and Yevtushenko would wait; 
intently examining his list¬ 
ener’s face to catch the first 
response. 

HE VWAS asked which 
poets; he^* most .admired and 
replied Pushkin, Lermentov, 
Pasternak, Mayakovsky and 
Herman Bloc. . 
: Did he think that his own 

the Washington appearance/work was in the great Rus 
of the brilliant Russian. 

. The 15 or? 20 guests in¬ 
cluded artist. WilliarnA Wal-^ 
tori;/ Jam£s pi^eyjCpoetry, 

sian poetic tradition? 
“When I was in London, 

someone asked me the same 
questipn/ and I said then, 

^consultant a!pie Library,of , 'Modesty forbids me to com- 
Congress; Aijaz \hmad,J ment,’ ” he replied. 
Pakistani poet "and literary 
critic; James Boatwright, 
editor of Shenandoah maga¬ 
zine; ^^erL^a&o^Vpoet 
and novelist ot^GrSensljbfo^. 

* Was there a growing of¬ 
ficial recognition for Paster¬ 
nak? 

Yevtushenko believed that 
and novelist or^Gr^ensbCfo^Recognition was growing and 
N.C.; Mr. and Mrs.V Francis would continue to grow. 
Mason’lfie^is the new U.S. 
fuTtSral attache in Moscow); 
RutmMayleas, program con¬ 
sultant in - the performing 
arts fqr .the National Arts 
Endowment, and the Russian (Cultural Counselor; and Mrs^ 

r!aientinVKam e n ev. 

.THE RUSSIAN POET and 
is wife arrived about an 

He did not consider him¬ 
self to be as great a poet 
yet. as Pasternak was, he 
said calmly. 

THEN HIS questioners 
brought up the question of 
Mayakovsky. This poet, once 
the major literary spokes¬ 
man for the Russian Revo¬ 
lution, became increasingly 

disenchanted with Stalin’s 
version, of Communism and 
finally committed suicide. 

Ayaz Ahmad of Pakistan 

asked Yevtushenko why this 
. had happened. 1 Ahmad ex¬ 
plained later to friends that 
his question was a decep¬ 
tively simple one, but “one 
with which every Russian 
poet and writer has to come 
to terms.!’ 

Yevtushenko began by re¬ 
plying that suicide is such 
a complex phenomenon that 
there never is one single 
reason why it happens. 
In Mayakovsky’s case, he 
thought that the poet, was 
depressed about growing 
old and the disappointments 
in his personal life. (Maya¬ 
kovsky • shot himself after* 
the woman he loved re-| 
jected him.) | 

However, one of *the un-J 
derlying reasons, Yevtush-* 

,^enko~ said', was “because 
/^Mayakovsky’s poetry was 
vnot being accepted^ by snobs 
who said he had betrayed 
the Revolution.” 

Finally, Yevt ushe nko 
talked about the.role of the 
poet in Russian life. 

The new poet no longer 
needs to write revolutionary 

. and “agitational” poetry— 
the Revolution has been 
won, he said. The function 
of poetry today is to take 
stock of the Socialist society 
as it now exists, he ex¬ 
plained. , 
“In Russia, poets form a 

kind of spiritual kingdom,” 
he said. “I mean , that the 
poet is far more in‘contact 
with the actual social con- 
scierice than the American 
poet, and works far more in 
creating it, than he does in 
the United States.” 

Despite the difficult ques¬ 
tions, Yevtushenko and his 
wife obviously enjoyed the 
Georgetown party. 

As they made: their exijj, 
he was heard to murmur t|p 
James Dickey, poet at the 
Library^ of Congress, “Wh|r 
do they not have people 
like this in other towns?” 
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YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO, aka 
Evppni Aleksandrovich Evtushenko 

(00:NEW YORK) 

ReWFOairtel to Bureau dated 10/27/66. 

On 11/25/66. f 

__ _ advised SA| 
Jchanges had been made in subject's itinerary. 

According to __, subject departed WDC for New York 
City on 11/24/66. On 11/25/66, he intended to visit residence 
of, ARTHUR MILLER, the writerL in Connecticut, address unknown 
_Ln llnnn rnmnlptinn q£ Cnnnprfirnt visit f 1 

The subject, however,:, plans to fly to Alaska, 
related that while in WDC subject was entertained for ainner 
by Secretary of the Interior, STEWART L. UDALL, at his, UDALL's, 
residence. During this dinner, the details for the Alaska visit 
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Bureau 
Anchorage (RM) (AM) 
Chicago (Info) (RM) 
Honolulu (RM) (AM) 
Kansas City (RM) (AM) 
Los Angeles (Info) (RM) (AM) 
New Haven (RM) 
New York I 1 (RM) 

& 
San Francisco (Info) (RM) (AM) 
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were worked out: 

is expectea tne Aiasica visit win center around rair&anRs and 
last from one to four days, depending on how interesting the 
subject finds the state. 

Subject then plans to return via Hawaii, time permitting, 
it being realized he must be in Chicago, Illinois, on 12/6/66. 

Subject also has indicated he wants to visit Topeka, 
Kansas, to see the Menninger Clinic. It is not known if he 
will visit-Kansas prior to 12/6/66 or during his next free period 
from 12/10-27/66. r 

his travels 
relat 

rODD. 
t» bh 11 ii ran t ■ 

For information of. Anchorage, Honolulu, Kansas City, 
and New Haven Offices, subject is Soviet national, born 7/18/33, 
Zima, Irkutsk Oblast, USSR, and is a writer and poet. He was 
member of Soviet tourist group to U.S. in 1961. He was scheduled 
to visit again during 1963; however, he did not arrive. During 
1962, a Chicago Office source advised subject was to give reci¬ 
tation of poems at affair sponsored by Cross World Books and 
Periodicals, (CWBP), Chicago, Illinois. CWBP has been described 
as propaganda center and registered as agent for a foreign prin- 
#« « 1 _ Tf_1_/ » ^ j._.La*_t \ u__ Tinr*r\ 

and another Chicago source described 
the Communist Party in mid 1940s. 

Handle in accordanc 
Instructions, pertaining to 

as being with 

Manual of 

WFO wil 
and interested 

11 maintain contact with_and furnish Bureau 
offices all pertinent info obtained. 

Info copies to Chicago, Los Angeles, and San Francisco 
Offices due to their interest in this matter. 

- 2 - 
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toning pkf 
With Sunday Morning Edition 

Published by THE EVENING STAR NEWS^PER CO., Washington, D. C. 

. SAMUEL H. KAUFFMANN, Chairman of the Board 

CROSBY N. BOYD, Protident NEWBOLD NOYES, editor 

BENJAMIN M. McKELWAY, editorial Chairman 

A-12 **. MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1966 

The Yevtushenko Tour 
‘ The visit of Yevgeny Yevtushenko 

must be put down as one of the happier 
international events of our day. 

It speaks well for the youth of this 
nation that the.outstanding Soviet poet 
has packed them'in wherever he' has 
appeared. It speaks well for the govern¬ 
ment of Russia that the outspoken poet. 
is permitted not only the'freedom of his 
own.country but of the world. And this 
government can take its share of satis¬ 
faction in the fact that among the 
young, passionate poet’s admirers—and 
among those in attendance during his 

Washington appearance—was Secretary 
of Defense Robert S. McNamara. 

YevtuWenko7~_STCaking to the 
audience at the Library of Congress, 
called, on the Russians^ and Americans 
“to embrace again at the Elbe.’’ For our¬ 
selves— not being quite so young, so 
passionate or so poetic as he—we’re not 
convinced that the nation Is prepared 
at this precise moment to rush into 

1 another /ecstatic bear hug with the Red 
army. But we are more than happy to 
extend a friendly handshake to Com- 

„£ade Yevtushenko at the Potomac. 



YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO, AKA, 

00 NEW YORK CITY. r'; 

RE ANCHORAGE TELETYPE TO BUREAU, DECEMBER ONE LAST. 

SUBJECT AND PARTY ARRIVED HONOLULU, DECEMBER TWO, LAST:AND 

LODGED ROYAL HAWAIIAN HOTEL. PARTY HOLDS RESERVATIONS DEPARTING 

HONOLULU FLIGHT ONE EIGHT TWO, FOUR THIRTY PM, DECEMBER FIVE, ^INSTANT, 

ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO* ELEVEN FIFTEEN PM. ALSO RESERVATIONS 

FLIGHT ONE THREE SIX, UNITED, DEPARTING SAN FRANCISCO TWELVE TWENTY 

AM, ARRIVING CHICAGO SIX AM, DECEMBER SIX, NEXT* 

SUBJECT WAS ENTERTAINED AT RECEPTION AT UNIVERISTY OF HAWAII 

AFTER ARRIVAL, DECEMBER TWO LAST BUT COMPLETE DETAILS UNAVAILABLE AT 

THIS TIME. LHM WILL BE SUBMITTED. 

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO ADVISED SEPARTATELY. 





DIRECTOR, FBI 12/20/66 

SAC, KAFSAS CITY -ROC- 

ANfDROVICH YJSFT0BSKSKQ, aka 

<00 Sew York) 

Re Washington Field airtel to Director, undated, and 
Anchorage radiogram to Director and other offices, 12/1/66. 

la the event this individual visits Topeka, this 
matter will he re-opened and information furnished to the 
Boreas, Few York and interested offices. 

I Ah 

2 Boreas (5ML 
2 Hew York |_“ 
A: Washington 3 
1 Kansas City 
JHS:ef 
<6) 

l(Info)<RH) 
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b7C 

AIRTEL 

1/18/67 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FRQ®is • ■/ S/iC, mo ■' ■A//'.;' •••'•; ;/V :• 

YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO, aka 

(GO:TO 
(Bufile 

(P) 

BERNARD LOUIS KOTEN, aka 

(Bufile \_ 
(NYfile 100*82433) 
(WFOfile 

] 

(RUC) 

On 1/18/67, 

LVadvised E75 me had 
been contacted by| 

’/ •• •• ; 

According to called him to advise subject. 
YEVTUSHENKO, during the early days of his visit to this country, 
had moved out of his hotel, leaving his wife alone, and moved in 
with BERNARD KOTEN, where* he remained for four days. | —— ’ 
described KOTEN ,tn I . Has a well known communist. She 
further advised she had. heard YEVTUSHENKO had provided 

4 - Bureau 
3 - N^w York (RMl 

(1-100-82433) 
C&- wo 

v>(iJ 

(l-L 
JTCJ:krk 
11 C9) .{■■■■ 

ATT?TP!T. \ . 

• * r' ; Searched 
. , / . * Serhlfzsd 

' Indexed^ 
: \ . Filed 

b3 

b7E 

b3 

b7E 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b3 

b7E 



b3 

b7E 

KOTEN material from another Russian noet. She ooined KOTEN 
might translate this material, sell it in this country, and 
obtain a substantial sum of money. 

MO is requested to furnish any information available 
concerning alleged contact of YEVTUSHENKO and BERNMD LOUIS 
KOTEN to Bureau in form suitable for dissemination. 

. b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 



RE: WFO air tel to Bureau,; Coat© not indicated,; wna.cn 
' referenced WHO airtel to Bureau, 10/27/66. .. j; 

On 11/30/66, clerk, U.S. ■ Post■;;> 
Office, Roxbury, .Conn'.',-v was contacted in connection with 
captioned individual and She. advised that she had observed'^|* 
n 
in Roxbury, Conn., over-'the. ThanksgMng weekend. M spot 
check was also conducted in' the vicinity of MILLER’S resi 
donee in Roxbury on this.date, .with negative results. . 

ource. was con 
actually 1 ias;' no ieimediate 
Individual who is reasonably 

fER, who lives on 
>na., and : Is a retired NYC 

US 

gers or 

appeared to .resent to her. friendliness with neighbors.and 
did not encourge this* He advised that ,MILLEH,s present 



wag born in Austria but raised in Paris and his supposedJy 
a professional photographer,, MEYER on 1/17/67 advised he 
had observed a strange car oh the premises at KILLBS's 
Over the previous weekend but has since ascertained that 
this belonged to a woman who lived in the neighborhood '• 
who apparently was hired to do domestic work by MILLER. 
MEYER was unable to furnish any pertinent information re¬ 
garding captioned subject. '■ - 
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mtsam, m 

SAC, WFO 

2/16/67 

mm' wmmmo* . 

CSsfil* 
imm* 

(WOUh 

iwm) 
(*o£il« |_ 

{xnn* 100-82433) 
OflfofiiJ 

8«Mtoctlrt«l to fiur**w, 1/18/67, 
poaalbl* coatawst with KOXjSBf* 

concerning WITJSBERSO** 





ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEBE IN IS UNCLAS SI FI ED 

DATE 12-12-2018 BY I ImJG 

4/4/ 

mm. 

mmt 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

sac* wo 

rmamiz Ywmsmm* aka 

subject would arrive b7E 
C 

eosgaarci&l visit to consult with his publishers. According to 
_ M&ect mil depart If* S. 4/1S/63* with entire visit 
sj*e»fc in if. Y* C. 

I _,_ IH&CB 
iaatter mil bo handled in accocdaoeat with Sectionl f Hacratal 
of Instructions, pertaining toj |, 

• WO .mill aaintain intact vith| |for aay go 
in subject’s plans. . , • ; 

3- Bureau 
2* Item York 
T->wo 

/ / 

TCJiage 

AIRIEL 





The foregoing and the enclosure are submitted as a 
matter of information for the Bureau and NYO. 
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Routinq Slip 
0-7 <Rey.j*-5-69) 

TffriA^ 
Albany 
Albuquerque 
Alexandria 
Anchorage 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Butte 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbia 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
El Paso 
Honolulu 

(Copies i^^fices Checked) 

I 1 Houston 
I I Indianapolis 
1 I Jackson 
I 1 Jacksonville 
I I Kansas City 
I I Knoxville 
| | Las Vegas 
I 1 Little Rock 
[ | Los Angeles 
I I Louisville 

□ n 

I 1 Memphis 
I I Miami 
I 1 Milwaukee 
I I Minneapolis 
I I Mobile 
m Newark 
I 1 New Haven 
|—| New Orleans 

New York City 

□ 
□ 
O 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Norfolk 
Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Richmond 
Sacramento 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Juan 
Savannah 
Seattle 
Springfield 

i 
I I Tampa 
"HI Washington ! 

J'QuaHBar-** 

TO LEGAT: 
I I Bern 
I I Bonn 
I I Buenos Aires 
I I Hong Kong 
I I London 
I I Madrid 
I I Mexico, D.F. 
I I Ottawa 
I I Paris 
I 1 Rome 
I I Tokyo 

Date . 6/24/71 

RE: YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO 

-1 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED_ 

□ATE 12-12-2018 BY| | ADC 

b3 

bS - 
b7C ; 

b7E I 
y Retentions For appropriate 

ipf For information | | optional action I—I Surep. by- 

I I The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, 
I I conceal all sources, □ paraphrase contents. 

Bufile 

Urfile 



DIRECTOR*, FBI 

SAC, WFO j( CO 

7/9/71 b3 

b7E 

YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHShTO 

COO:VFO) 

ReBureau routing slip, 6/24/71♦ 

OrLLimiA 

H 

advised SA|_ 
visited the United States in transit status, 

spending only few days in Sew York City, S. Y,. 

According to ]subject visited 

his publisher and then departed for the Soviet Ik&on. 

In view of the above, UACB no further 
investigatlon will be conducted, and this matter is 
being closed* 

i 

2 - Bureau 

□ 
b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b3 

b7E 

b3 

b7E 

Serialized 

indexed. 

Filed 



ALL IMffORMPLTlQM; COETTAIMED 

HEBE IN IS UWCLAB SIFIED: 

DATE 12-12-201# BY I 

CK7~ (Rev7 2r 12-71) *- 
-fflMCIiacked) 

TO: SAC: 

I I Albany 
I I Albuquerque 
I I Alexandria 
I I Anchorage 

; □ Atlanta 
' □□ Baltimore 
m Birmingham 

■ □ Boston 
I 1 Buffalo 

: n Butte 
I I Charlotte 
I 1 Chicago 

■ □ Cincinnati 
I | Cleveland ' 
I 1 Columbia 
□ Dallas 

: □ Denver 
I □ Detroit 
! □ El Paso 
| □ Honolulu 

1 1 Houston 
I 1 Indianapolis 
I I Jackson 
I I Jacksonville 
I | Kansas City 
I | Knoxville ■ 
I I Las Vegas H Little Rock 

Los Angeles 
I I Louisville 
I I Memphis 
I 1 Miami 
I I Milwaukee 
I I Minneapolis 
I 1 Mobile 
I | Newark 
I I New Haven 
I I New Orleans 
rXNew York City 
[—1 Norfolk 

j I Oklahoma City 
i i Omaha 
I I Philadelphia 
HI Phoenix 
I I Pittsburgh 
I I Portland 
I I Richmond H Sacramento 

St. Louis 
I I Salt Lake City 
I 1 San Antonio 
I I San Diego 
I I San Fraicisoo 
I 1 San Juan 
I 1 Savannah 
I I Seattle 
I 1 Springfield 
I 1 Tampa" 

TO LEGAT: 
I I Beirut 
I 1 Bern 
I I Bo nn 
I I Buenos Aires 
I 1 Caracas 
I I Copenhagen BHong Kong 

La.Paz * 
I I London 
I 1 Madrid 
I I Managua B Mexico City 

Ottawa 
I 1 Paris 1 
I 1 Rome 
f~n Tel Aviv 
□.Tokyo 

r ■' ■ 

1/14/72 • 

flGB TBVTSSBSHKO 

Retention 
I I For information □ optional 

'or appropriate 
1 I Surep, by . 

I I The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report, □ conceal all . 
' sources, □ paraphrase contents.’ 

I I Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA_:_=_ 
dated * . 

; R«noik«: Bufiles contain no information indicating 
that subject is affiliated with Soviet intelligence. 

WFO should obtain itinerary and advise 
Bureau and interested offices so that they may be 
aware of presence of Soviets in their area. 

Handle in accordance with instructions in 

Section\ | MOI, pages 17-18. ----—‘ ^ 

5.Y-.!NDtXtD...L......,b7c 

J2^t^972M’bi7E 

Eiic. 

Bufile 

Urfile 
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Evtushenko to-Head Bill of Bards at Garden JatfgS 
» M rAMnncii phititp<5 r The emphasis is all on the just break even/7 she said. < 
BY McCANDLISH PHILLIPS Tto Tfee^^ipal itefts^rthe 

An attempt to lift ^poetry thmkthe Felt Forum con-; budget are the Felt Forum i 
reading in America to the cert wiu a sellout or a rental, fees for union labor 
;scale of a public rally, ana near sellout. and a security force, promo- 
talmost to . the scale of a “it is, to me an extraordin- tion (including the-putting up; 
(sports event, will be made aiy an(j brave adventure,77 of 5,000 posters) and advertis- 
[here Jan. 28 when the Rus- jyjr Kunitz said. “I hope it ing, she said. 
{Sian poet Yevgeny Yevtu- w0r]cs out.7* Neither Mr. Yevtushenko; , 
shenko and others appear in jn 25 years of poetry read- nor any of the other poets 
the Felt Forum of Madison jngS be said, he has been will receive any stipend for 
Square Garden. accustomed to “audiences what may become a record- 

A sellout for the two per- from 50 to 1,500.” setting reading. * 
formances that night would «Vm a little.warried about if there had been any fees 
bring 10,000 people to a that vast auditorium,77 the for the poets “we couldn’t 
poetry reading. Such read- poet confessed. When he was j have done it,77 Miss Lippert 
ings (have ®xe^®im|gS. TtUId if he knew of anything Explained: The books of all. 
appeal in New York. Be- hewfe*?*^' participants will be put on 

KardedtWndsome X the Felt Forum, she ; 

such an event, noonehas know e ge ever m s “This is Doubleday’s 75th ' 
been bold enough to attempt tryA ng Russjan poets-of- anniversary,” she said, andi 
a poetry concert in so large As young ^tushepnko and theyewn^-n be written 

srfe &bSif.£.MvS'S' 
Square Garden sports arena, the m§ ■ , + rpn<|. ‘Todav Show7 on ■ Jan/ 17,; 
a request that raised thetim- ■ YevtJJshen o. k V n thfi jj[ck cavett sihow on the 

was hit^nf-^a viable com- ^anageroi tb ^ & night show' on thb 26th, all 

promise. Co publisher of Mr. \Yev-! prior to the Felt Forum ap- 
j Full Range of Stage • tus’{,eSkofs recent book,1 pearance.” That _ constitutes ( 

Mr Yevtushenko will head “stolen Apples.” Miss Libert a grand slam in advance 
Ian imposing bill ofkbards, jS the producer of Yev- P^hcity for the concert 

| ww, vS'was Lpmsoa.by; 
SerizSnffig&fe jT^cCarthy^ .. e'When he came here last! Nathan^wlQdney, eduction 
STicket^^f6ffe^e^n^ June,we~dfd somb^^ngl directorwthe Young Mens i 
ing "have been set aMevels wiife-*a*-on Fiftfe-fc&lftej and YoungVvomen a Hebrew. 
comparable to thoseV.for and people recognized him,”I Asspciation.\He is director of, 
ho^kev and basketball games she said. “He said. ‘You see,,:the , highly regarded Poetry] 
—S10 $8 and $6 a seat, with people in Saks Fifth Avenue Center there. 
i con «tudpnt tickets for each selling me gloves know me “New Yorks a tough place 
Stanceat $3 - how can you say 20,000 to do well," he said. “There’s 
PTheconcert will have per- people won’t come in this so much competition m the, 
fomances and production as- New York City? If you do not arts on every level that there 
nects unusual to poetry read- take the whole arena, you are, are very few artists who 
Fnes including poems by Mr.' underestimating the energy really, really can fill.halls. 
Yevtushenko set to music. arid imagination of the Amer-, An^auesnfe^o? 150 is a 

Thenoets will not be re- ican people.’” , wonderfullyrespectabje audi-j 
lctrirttdPto a lectern but will His entreaty, however, did. , tstnctedtoaiecremu yv over the dg., 

WloSamainstfleaswell mentof the people at Dou- 
af two lower llvels one of bleday, who were not ready 
the*™ in half-moon shape. A to enter an expense item of 

total of 13 microphones wiU ?^/?10°’°°uthSr’s “bwk 
be arrayed over this expanse headed w vnrfrn * 
S will be a piano on promo »" 

SgrSssrJi r 
*S”“KSohSracoi. . "The pricesjeemjngh,but; <T // 

ence for a poet here. For the 
big’Tigmeb" we get^nyw^e 
from 500 to 850 people. For , 
the smaller names we average 
100 to 125. 

“Maybe Yevtushenko’s .aj 
big enough name to do it. 
If it works, it will be a very j 
exciting thing for poetry in ! 
general.” . , | 

Few lecture agencies here 
include poets in their listings. 
One that does, Harry Walker, 
Inc., has five • poets on its 
list of 200 lecturers. 

“It’s a very small segment 
because it's a thing of limited j 
appeal generally,77 said Murial; 
Williams, a booking agent at; 
the agency. “We would have j 
had no one five years ago, 1 
except John Ciardi, who 
has enormous charm. We can 
book anywhere from 60 to 
75 engagements^ a ^season for 
him. T ^ ^ ^ 
4 “We do not do much busi¬ 
ness with poets in any other j 
place except college cam-, 
puses. | 

“You will get an audience j 
;of anywhere from 300 to 500 
people for a poet, if he’s part i 
of a three-day college arts: 
festival. Otherwise it might; 
'be only 150 people.” The fee, 
for a single reading runs 
from a low of $750 up toj 
>$1,750, Miss Williams said. 1 

t She said it was “the black 
1 poets who are very big on 
i campuses” now. In her judg- 
! ,ment, the Yevtushenko con-; 
j cert “will do a tremendous 
| j business at the Felt Forum,77 

because of the combined 
drawing power of such 
names as those of Mr. Yev- 

i tushenko and Mr. McCarthy 
'and the otl\ers. 

Spending Qneself on Stage 

Professor Vunitz, a poet 
>r»rtorceml and ef- 
j fective oral style\said: “There 

J' Tncpnh Xiracuse ‘‘The prices seem^ign, dul] 
In contrasf-ftiosrS^ >e’ve ®et «wrrfehat it we i 

readings have a severeSyn- sell £ut^?th_times^ 
plicity about them, in whibh]^ 
a poet facesan audience | 
alone, soMW^WSswith a book, 
and a lectern to read from/ 

[searched- 



is an energy that jemanates 
lhfe—*rowd ifteli' 

reciprocity. With a big crowd 
it's more of an animal energy 
perhaps. 

“In the small audience you 
get a more intimate sense of 
person to person* and there¬ 
fore it’s a different kind of 
reading. Some poems are too 
intimate* too personal, and I 
would feel a bit embarrassed 
to read them for a great 
crowd.” 

No great amount of prep¬ 
aration is needed for a 
reading, he said, yet on the 
platform spends 
is oneself.” 

“The electricity is self-gen¬ 
erating at the reading,” Mr. 
Kunitz said. “The language 
excites one at the very time 
of the reading as one recalls 
the whole process of creation 
of the poem. In a different 
way, one goes through the 
cycles of the creative process 
again. That is why the read¬ 
ing of poetry by the poet 
who wrote It is always excit¬ 
ing, even if he’s a bad reader, 
because it’s a revelation of 
the way ■ h» #fomks and 
breathes.” 

JAN 17 1972 

United Press International 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko at his home in Moscow. The por¬ 
trait bohiwtf him is of Boris Pasternak, the Sortei writer. 



'■ By Dusko Coder 
Wubinc tea Port stiff writ« 

' Moscow’s " leading theater 
producer and director, Yuri 
Lyubimov, is expected to ar¬ 
rive here shortly on his first 
visit to the United States, U.S. 
and Soviet officials disclosed 
yesterday. ' 

Lyubimov, who is director 
of the avant-garde Taganyka 
Theater, had been scheduled 
to arrive last Saturday along 
wi,th <poet Yevgeny Yevtush¬ 
enko. Both men- postponed 
their flight to New York, Lyu- j 

bimov due to a sudden illness, 
according to the officials. 

Lyubimov, who is the most 
controversial figure in Soviet 
-theater, has been repeatedly 
criticized by Soviet conserva¬ 
tives for the emphasis in his 
stage productions on individ¬ 
ual freedoms in-society.. Sev¬ 
eral of his plays have5 been', 
summarily closed after their 
premieres and he was dis¬ 
missed from his post in 1969. 

After he made a direct ap¬ 
peal . to party leader Leonid 
Brezhnev, Lyubimov was rein¬ 

stated but his foreign travel; 
[was restricted. { 

The 53-year-old Lyubimov; 
has staged a series of classical 
and contemporary plays. 1 

He gave each an imaginative'' 
and modernistic ' treatment 
that has' made the Thganyka- 
the most popular theater in 
Moscow. 

A play that dealt with the 
assassination of Sen. Robert F. 
Kennedy was banned after the 
first night, though it received, 
public acclaim.-. 

Even when be staged Mo-| 
t 

Here’s Tartuff, Lyubimov was 
accused by conservatives for 
betraying the principles of so- 
dalist realism In a fuore that 
lasted several months. 

The decision to permit Lyu¬ 
bimov to visit .the United 
States ■ - - as a tourist - - - 
was interpreted by U.S.. ana¬ 
lysts as a significant favorable 
development in Soviet cul¬ 
tural policies. 

Lyubimov is scheduled to' 
visit New York, Chicago, Phil-, 
adelphia and Washington. He 
is said to be planning a new.; 

Yevtushenko, who will be 
guest of Doubleday Co., the 
New York publishers, :!s sched¬ 
uled to make a coast-to-coast 
tour of the country. His new. 
book of poems, “Stolen Ap¬ 
ples,” is'.being published by. 
the firm. 

The poet’s trip was arranged 
well in advance. Yevtushenko, 
whose trips to America in 1963 
and 1966 made him popular 
with college audiences, will 
tour a number of campuses 
and is to appear on major tele¬ 
vision shows, including Today, 
Dick Cavett and David Frost 

piay about the United States 
based on Yevtushenko's 
poems; 

. ... 

. - 1 • ■ * * JE-’ys 

THE WASHINGTON POST* 
Tuesday, Jciu 18,.19?t ^ 
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Yevtu sh enk o #v 
By McCANDLISH PHILLIPS 

&X>ecrlal to Hit Ktw York Timet 

TRENTON, Jan. 23—Yev¬ 
geny Aleksandrovich Yev¬ 
tushenko, the Russian poet, 
went into rehearsal here to¬ 
day for his poetry spectacular 
in the Felt/Forum of the 
Madison Square Garden Cen¬ 
ter in New York on Friday 
night The event could draw 
as many as 10,000 listeners 
for two performances in that 
5,000-seat arena. 

It was immediately clear 
that the production, “Yev¬ 
tushenko and Friends: Poetry 
in Concert” will be about 
as different from a standard 
poetry reading as a violin 
recital is from a jamboree. 

The show, a curious amal¬ 
gam of American showman¬ 
ship and music, Russian po¬ 
etry Jjnd Mr. Yevtushenko’s 
own %ir for self-dramatiza¬ 
tion, Will feature also the 
poets Jijmes pick£y% Stanley 
Ifunitz, Richard Wilbur and 
.former Senator Eugene J. 
McCarthy, as well as varibus 
actors and actresses, a small 
orchestra, a chorus and a 
rainbow of lighting effects. 

New Popularity Sought 
Its sponsors frankly hope 

that it will lift the public 
presentation of poetry to a 
new level of popularity 
among young people, equiva¬ 
lent to that enjoyed by the 
best-known folk singers, rock 
groups and non-Establish- 
ment comedians. 

Mr. Yevtushenko came to 
Rider College to blend his 
voice with those of the 15 
young people who will supply 
the live music for what is to 
be largely an evening of poe¬ 
try set to music. 

They are the Bijou Theater 
Singers of Rider, led by 19- 
year-qd Carlo A) tom a re—pi¬ 
ano, bp 1 lor‘MSP electric 
bass, saxophone and flute, in 
support %f a chorus of five 
girls and six boys. 

The other poets will not. 
join Mr. Yevtushenko in re¬ 
hearsal until late in the week, 
but Barry \Bpys, the actor 

\™w VJsta 

ha New York Times/William E. Sauro 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko rehearsing with group of singers from T^ider College in Trenfon 

t another point, he |old 
all of which who reads English versions 

of the Russian poems, stood 
in for Mr. Dickey, Mr. Kunitz 
and the others, in what was 
described as “in essence, a 
complete run-through” of the 
concert. 

Musicians Begin Early 

Before the poet arrived, 
the musicians and chorus 
were at it. “O.K., let’s give it 
a go,” Mr. Altomare said, and 
immediately the nightclub- 
like Bijou theater was throb¬ 
bing with the beat of high- 
intensity, high-decibel, high- 
quality rock. 

Many of the Russian poet’s 
works have been set to music 
written by young Mr. Alto¬ 
mare, a recent Rider dropout 
who seems almost equally at 
home in the rock, ballad, 
jazz, show tune and light ' stronger with the 

aihger of the words, and 
the fine chorus joined. 

“Carlo,” Mr. Yevtushenko 
said, breaking Into the musi¬ 
cal accompaniment. “I don’t 
want to put my Russian nose 
in your American porridge, 
but when I wrote ‘Babi Yar* 
I heard within myself a 
song.” & It was “Solve g’s 
Song” from the “Peer Gy it” 
Suits and the poet as :ed 
that/ a “musical quotation” 
from it be interpolated into 
Mr. Altom are's score. 

classical modes, 
he uses to go with, or accom¬ 
pany, or to bridge the eve¬ 
ning’s 15 poems. 

Mr. Yevtushenko, who will 
recite in Russian, and his 
translators are the lyricists 
for what will be, at times, 
an almost “Hair”-like poetry 
musical, rather more sensual 
than cerebral. There will, 
however, be stretches with¬ 
out music, when only spoken 
words will fill the Forum. At 
other times the chorus and 
combo will weave music in 
and out among the stanzas. 

Mr. Boys read Mr. Yevtush¬ 
enko’s outraged indictment 
of anti-Semitism, “Babi Yar,” 
and then the Russian read it. 
At first the poet spoke alone. 
Then, on cue, the piano came 
in as background, growing 

chorus, “On the st 
must be not only singers, 

you must also be listeners. 
This is very, very important.” 
He meant that their eyes 
must not wander but fixed 
on the poets. 

The scale of the Friday 
concert was Mr. Yevtushen¬ 
ko’s vision; he had asked that 
the full Madison Square Gar¬ 
den sports arena be used. Its 
form was conceived by Karin 
Djpperti the producer, and 
Joseph feiracuse, the director. 

“Poetry is theater, poetry 
is sound/’ Miss Lippert said. 
She explained that she and 
Doubleday & Co., for whom 
she works, Ranted to do 
“something absolutely spec¬ 
tacular for pfcetrv in this 
country, just broadening the 
audience — the poetry audi¬ 
ence—hopefully to something 
like it is in Russia because, 
you know, traditionally it’s 
been an Elitist, intellectual 
thing here.” 

Mr. Yevtushenko called the 
form “a pure American” 
creation. 

“At first, I was terribly 
jsappointed when people |old 

le it will be poetry 
uisic, but after I heard 
'ell, in me, if I could | 

lirector, I would do it 
same way,” he said. 

Jirn^ 
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4jjQQ in South Carolina Charmed by Yevtushenko 
Special to Tht New Yorc Time* 

? COLUMBIANS. C., Jan. 25 
, 4- When a University of 
South Carolina student pre¬ 
sented some flowers here 
last night to Yevgeny Yev¬ 
tushenko, he declared, “Ah, 
you see, flowers are better 

‘ than\bullets ” 
* AnXwhen another student, 
CrissyXSobral, a sophomore 
from"'Syffiffite, N. Y., asked 
him to autograph the sleeve 
[of her Anhy fatigue jacket, 
he drew aNheart with an 
•arrow throughs^t and then 
;signed his name. - 
I . “I’m never going to wash 
it,”. Miss Sobral said after- 
awards. 
V Mr. Yevtushenko left an 
indelible mark on an audi¬ 
ence of 4,000, which gave 
him _ji stand Lag ovation after 
poetry readings that lasted 
an hour and a half in the 

Carolina Coliseum, a multi¬ 
purpose arena. . 

The audience was believed 
to be the largest ever in the 
Southeast fpr a poetry read¬ 
ing'and afterwards the poet 
called the reception ‘‘incred¬ 
ible . . wonderful.” 

“When I read my poetry 
tonight, I felt as if people 
were, reading with me.” 

Sponsored by the univer¬ 
sity's student lectures com¬ 
mittee, the program was open 
to the public without charge. 

In"introducinVMr. Yevtu¬ 
shenko, James^Dickgy. the 
university'^ poerlnl'^sfdence, 
said: \ 

“What, makes him soXyalu- 
able to us is his extraordinary 
sensitivity to the impression 
of the moment and his de¬ 
termination to, well, tell it 
like it is. He transmutes al¬ 
most every experience infu= 
poetry, in an instantaneous 

and instinctive process. The 
vital force behind all his writ¬ 
ing is his power to apply 
imagination to every aspect 
of life: to be horrified, to be 
delighted, to be bored — in 
short, to be fully human.” 

Mr. Yevtushenko selected 
the program only an hour be¬ 
fore it began, after walking 
the streets of Columbia and 
meeting with students and 
faculty to get the feel of the 
community. He expressed op¬ 
timism in a theme of concern 
for improved relations be¬ 
tween the American and ’So¬ 
viet people. 

Using his voice and his 
arms as theatrical tools, Mr. 
Yevtushenko evoked a spon¬ 
taneous standing ovation 
from his audience after recit¬ 
ing in Russian his poem “Babi 
Yar,” an indictment of anti- 

"^rcntftism. 
.The program ended with 

Mr. Yevtushenko reciting in ' 
English the words, “Russia 
and America, swim closer!” 
This is the last line of his 
poem, “In a Steelworker’s 
Home.” For the rest of the 
program, he recited in Rus¬ 
sian after each selection first ; 
was read in English. 

During his afternoon tour ; 
of the city, he purchased a i 
Jesus Christ Superstar T-shirt i 
at a local shop, but rejected 
a pair of bell-bottom dun¬ 
garees after trying them on. 

Before registering at the 
Sheraton Hotel here, Mr. 
Yevtushenko was fascinated 
with a sign over the garage 
entrance that read, “Lower 
your antenna.” ' i 

Later, after asking for a 
translation of the term “smart. 
aleck,” Mr. Yevtushenko' 
commented, “NeiaL.. time , I 
meet a smart aleckTnT^ay, 
‘lower your antenna.’ ” 
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Each poem, in Yevtushen¬ 
ko’s reading of it in Rus¬ 
sian, sounded like the cli¬ 
mactic speech excerpted 
from some cosmic tragedy. 
In the English readings, by 
Boys and the four poets, the 
poems were hunks of im¬ 
mediacy, total empathy, 
with no metaphysical bar¬ 
tering between subject and 
object, no academic musing 
over ironies, none of Words¬ 
worth’s “recollection i n 
tranquility.” 

As Kunitz said, during 
dress rehearsal, “Poets in 
America have been raising 
consciousness for years. 
That may be why Americans 
don’t like poets much, Yev¬ 

tushenko doesn’t do thatljpl 
raises conscience, not con¬ 
sciousness. He combines 
journalism with poetry and 
nobody here does that Ever 
since Mayakovsky (a Rus¬ 
sian poet of the 1920s) Rus¬ 
sian poets have been de¬ 
clamatory. It’s platform 
stuff, in a bardic tradition, 

“In Russia, poets are like 
rock stars. People come up 
to them on the streets. They 
love them because they’re 
poets.” 

The plea for international 
brotherhood and for the 
preservation of souls in the 
machine age is both the 
strength and weakness of 
Yevtushenko’s poetry. It’s 
powerful stuff, moving and 
awesome to hear but oo* 
easionally monotonous. 

Whatever his limitatteg 
as a mass entertainer,ji^^f 
ever, they were dwarfed jSgr 
the embarrassment 
Doubleday provided; ?w 
Rider College to prnvitfe 
music written and condiicfMj 
by a 19-year-old fellow 

Whatever was poigl&fit? 
they made maudlin. What- 

%py Henry Alien 

ffllW YORK — Originally, 
Yevtushenko wanted to read 
his poetry in Madison Square 
Garden’s sports arena with 
its 20,000 seats that only the 
Rolling Stones or heavy 
weight champions or the cir¬ 
cus can fill—this in New 
York City, where a big-name 
poet may pull a mob of 850 
to the 92nd Street YMHA. 

But the good sense of Dou¬ 
bleday & Co., which recently 
published his “Stolen Ap¬ 
ples,” prevailed. Last night, 
Yevgeny Aleksandrovich 

■.H^Saftienko, with the help 
of about 30 friends, inelud- 
tog An lerican poets James 

Sdckeyk Stanley 'Kunitz, 
RiSmrcrWilbur, former Sen. 
Eugene ^McCarthy, along 
with 7a 'l? Kvoice chorus, a 
five-piece bind, actress Vi- 
veca mndfori, and British 
actor Barry Btos, read his 
poetry to ‘abou\ 10.000 fans, 
who nearly bought out two 
shows at the Garden’s Felt 
Forum at prices up to $10 a 
ticket. 

Writhing, growling, whis¬ 
pering, yelling, and keen¬ 
ing, Yevtushenko did last 
night what he’s been doing 
well enough, long enough 
to become an international 
superstar, hosted and toast¬ 
ed from honorary degree to 
talk show. 

they rendered as movie 
bathos. 

Originally, Yevtushenko 
had shied away from Dou¬ 
bleday’s suggestion of mu¬ 
sic. "I was afraid it would 
be cheap rock,” he said at 
the dress rehearsal, “but 
this music comes from Amer¬ 
ican folk tradition.” 

The other poets weren’t 
%o confident. Dickey and 
XSenya” {as his, friends call 

contribution to Amei 

IhSul. - • Photos by United Press International 

itushenko, left> confers with Ms inter preferf Dr. Albert ;l|f vfte: 

| Queens College Slavic 
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capital cities are only foam.” The.eab 
is stuck in a traffic jam, and everyone 
plays with the word “foam” for a 
while, 

Suddenly he remembers some¬ 
thing — a 1968 poetry reading before 
25,000 persons in a Mexico City stadi¬ 
um. “Then I did something very good. 
All over they had big signs reading 
‘Coca Cola’ and ‘Cinzano/ so I wrote 
out phrases of poets from all over the 
world and paid my fee —- $1,000 — to 
have those signs changed to poetry. 
I’ll tell you the best, from Mayakov- I 
sky: 

“T am alone like the last eye of a 
man who’s on his way to the blind.” 

NOW, in a rickety basement 
dressing room at Frost’s studio, he 
divests himself of the sealskin coat, 
and jokes with Frost show personnel 
about signing for the fee and about 
being a poor man. “That’s not a poor 
man’s coat/’ a girl says. 

He’s been listed as a “perform¬ 
er.” and he takes a pen and crosses 
this out, substituting “poet” A little 
later, he, Todd and the actor who 
recites his work in English, Barry 
Boys, go on stage, * 

Immediately, several young peo¬ 
ple, calling themselves the Non* 
Violent Ukrainian Student Group, 
edge onto the stage. Frost moves to 
intercept, taking a protest note from 
one of them. 

“I won’t have him embarrassed,” 
Frost says. “This is most imfafclBe 
glances at the paper and ttatfta/li 
back. “No, I will not give him 
will not have him embarrasJi^ 4^%'f 
the protestors are led down iSiiftSiift SjJ 
by bouncers, Yevtushenko st 
slender and smiling. \ 

“I’m here as a poet. I’m 
recite my poetry. You’re hemt$Jg» 
ten to my poetry.” Then, Mtfe* 
protestors are almost out if the 
studio but still shouting abort JMh 
liticai prisoners in the U.S.S.R.WHI 
the xnee applauds him, YllllilM, 
eako adds; “Sometimes it hdHrfcllj' 
rocitepeetfy/* ®! 

By JOY BILLINGTON 
Star Staff Writer 

NEW YORK — The wind howled 
down the street Tuesday night as vis¬ 
iting Soviet poet Yevgeny Yevtushen¬ 
ko swung through the doors of the 
Dorset Hotel. little old ladies were 
being swept away, tossed like old 
newspapers by the gale. 

Sleek in a sealskin coat, Yevtush¬ 
enko tugs a white knit cap over his 
little-boy hair. “I got it in South Caro¬ 
lina yesterday/’ he says, grinning 
with great satisfaction. Albert Todd, 
his translator — when he needs one — 
is wearing the same kind of cap, but 
his is black. 

All week, apart from his reading 
at the University of South Carolina, 
Yevtushenko has been working to¬ 
ward the upcoming mammoth Felt 
Forum poetry “spectacular” in which 
James Dickey, Stanley Kunitz, Rich¬ 
ard Wilbur and Eugene McCarthy will 
read his poetry, as well as their own. 
(The “spectacular” will be held to¬ 
night, and is expected to draw 5,000 
persons for each of two perform¬ 
ances.) 

HE IS excited about the young ee who win back the poetry read- 
with their music. Rehearsals had 

been so wonderful for him, he says, 
“that I cried. And then I was so 
happy I danced.” 

Earlier, he had been doubtful 
about the musical backing for the two 
performances of the big show, “Yev¬ 
tushenko and Friends: Poetry in Con¬ 
cert/’ which he considers the high¬ 
light of his current United States tour. 

But Carlo Altomare’s group and 
chorus and the “pure American crea¬ 
tion” of the spectacular, under the 
directorship of Joseph Siracuse, have 
moved him to proclaim that if he had 
directed it himself, “I would have 
done it the same way.” 

“That Carlo is only 19 years old; I 
could be the group’s father, you know. 
But they understood my poetry as 
people of my same age. They made 
me a young man . . . They put their 
guts into their music. 

“And, you know, their music has 
moved me, even if I do haw a bad 
ear. We say in Russian for the bad 
ear: ‘like a bear had stepped on his 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko 

heading there now to tape the show. 
In his outspoken preface to “Sto¬ 

len Apples” there is a coincidence in 
his inclusion of a stanza from the 
work of a fellow Russian poet, Stefan¬ 
ovich: 
“All of us share one lot. 
Just sprain your ankle 
And instantly in Addis Ababa 
Someone shrieks in pain ” 

Across town, at the United Na¬ 
tions, members of the Security Coun¬ 
cil are stuffing diplomatic bags with 
papers before heading for Addis Aba- 

”DO YOU know David Frost?” 
Yevtushenko is asked. “I know Robert 
Frost, he was my friend,” he an¬ 
swers, the corners of his eyes crin¬ 
kling over the planes of his Tartar 
cheek bones. 

Does he consider Gene McCarthy 
more poet than politician? 

“When he was a senator, he didn’t 
look like a politician. It’s better if 
politicians look like amateurs.” 

What is the “look” of a poli&iai?* 
“They 100k like lawyer# like 

lawyer-liars. Yes, lawyer-iilg# 
repeats, laughing, pleased with the 
sound of it. “You know I invented 
famous phrase ‘sexploitation’?” SjP 
bert Todd contradicts him, saying it 
was coined long before Yevtushenko’s 
first trip to the U.S. . 

“In the year ’601 said it/3’ insists 
the poet, good-naturedly. “I repeat it 
with great pleasure; *»ploitation/I. 
invented it!” Mi ■ 

HAD he 

“Yes, the mMrj The 

HE SITS in the front seat of a 
cab with the editor from his American 
publishing house whom he had just 

b3 
b6 
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came, in 1961, I had the Impression 
about all Americans as a sleeping 
people — spiritually sleeping. Now 
they are awake. The youth, it is won¬ 
derful. What is youth? It is our future 

After a while, he and Boys get up 
to recite “the only poem of mine my 
wife likes.” Boys recites in English, 
and then Yevtushenko’s voice flows 
forth* in Russian, and his language is 

Washington O. C 
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Special 

NEW YORK — Brawny 
guards at Madison Square 
Garden, case-hardened by the 
gentle knees and elbows of 

; rabid hockey buffs and the civ- 
\ ilized shoving of prize-fight 

fans, seemed frankly disgust¬ 
ed by the savagery of the cul- 

] turati clawing their way in too 
r have peotry read at them by 
; Yevgeny Yevtushenko. 
! The garden’s 5,000 seat Felt 
, Forum was sold out for both 

performances Friday night at 
$10 a ticket, and scalpers did a 
brisk business in the lobby. 

• The frenzy of the crowd sug- 
i gested that either. Russian poe¬ 

try ' is ^the wave of. the future, 
or an appearance by Yevtush- 

j enko ‘ constitutes a happening, 
a pop phenomenom like Nor- 

iman Mailer beset by feminists 
£or *fche original water colors of 

the^Beatles. 
Yevtushenko, a tall string 

bean of a man who projects a 
^coiled intensity even in his 
ijcustomery slouch, was 
ij dressed in turtleneck and 
i! jeans' which had one blue leg 

■ and one grey leg. (Seventh Av- 
j’enue please take note!) He 
j, would read the poems in Rus- \ 
|i sian after they had been trans¬ 
lated into English byjm'actor, 

Barry Boys. Boys, was. clad in ^ 
a low-cut black satin shirtwith^ 
puffy sleeves and matching j] 
trousers. _ 

f 

V,},The.cqntrastj>SffiSr appear¬ 
ance! was '"’disconcerting ,and 

rtheirdelivery even more,so: 
Yevtushenko’s Russian' was 
harsh and startling even when 
reading the tender love poem 
“Let’s Not,” while Boys de¬ 
claimed the same verses in 
rich theatrical style. 

! The surprise of the evening 
i was a poem Yevtushenko had 

written after seeing the rubble 
of impressario Sol Hurdk’s of¬ 
fice, which was bombed out 
Wednesday, apparantly by fa¬ 
natics who objected to the 
building of cultural bridges be¬ 
tween the United States and 
the Soviet Union. 

In “Bombs and Balalaikas, 
Yevtushenko addressed him-^ 
self , to the,bombers, whose actf «' 
left a Jewish secretary dead, 11' 
with a fury that could be felt' 
in the last rows of the theater :l£jj 

You are bastards . ... w 
anti-Russian, 
anti-Semitic 

you are anti-human! 
The same fury permeated4*!1 

the poem “emingway in 
Vietnam,” which the poet said 
he wrote fomv\veeks ago dur¬ 
ing a visit to North Vietnam1. 
Vietnam was also the subject 
of the peom read by. former 

m1 

n; 
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Sen. Eugene McCarthy, one of 
several American poets fea¬ 
tured in the recital, which was 
called “Yevtushenko and 
Friends.” 

Heads Two Poems 

Among the others appearing 
were James Dickey, Stanley 
Kunitz and Richard Wilber. 

McCarthy’s short turn—he 
oread two poems against the 
war, one by himself the other 
by a Vietnamese—wa s well- 
received and served to intro¬ 
duce a virulently anti- 
American poem by Yevtushen¬ 
ko called “The Freedom to 
Kill ” 

In ‘Freedom,” Yevtushenko 
declared, “You are bombing 
Vietnam and your own honor 
, . . You shoot at yourself, 
America,” and “the stars in 
your'flag are bullet holes, 
America.” 

Gets Careful Heading 

This last phrase was picked 
up by the Bijou Singers, a col¬ 
orfully clad soft-rock group. 
“These stars in your flag are 
bullet holes, America,” they 
chorused, and the audience, 
apparently conditioned to such 
sentiments, stamped their feet 
rhythraically; 

The applause after this num- 
iti'. • • <-• __ 

ber.was spaced by scattered 
boos and some hissing, but dis¬ 
senters were in the minority 
inside the hall. Outside (per¬ 
haps they couldn’t afford tick¬ 
ets) a number of youngsters 
with cold-reddened hands 
passed out leaflets protesting 
the performance. The clever¬ 
est of these was a bogus pro¬ 
gram with a-handsome ink 
drawing of Yevtushenko on the 
cover which was issued by , 
“Samizdat Publication.” ’ 
(Samizdat, or self-circulation, i 
is the means by which the for¬ 
bidden, books of Nobel prize 
winner Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
and other Russian non-persons 

pass from hand to hand inside 
the Soviet Union.) 

Among the listings on the 
fake program were “Insani¬ 
ty,” dedicated to “Vladimir 
Bukovsky, who was sentenced 
on Jan. 5, 1972 to 12 years of 
imprisonment for protesting 
the practice of sending politi¬ 
cal prisoners to psychiatric 
hospitals,” and described “the 
Freedom to Kill” as “the es¬ 
sence of Soviet justice.” 

While waiting for the per¬ 
formance to begin, some 
members of the audience stud¬ 
ied the Sabizdat program in- 

tenely, apparently unaware of 
'the satire, or'perhaps they~ 
didn’t care. ! 

One got the impression that j 
many of the persons who , 
packed the auditorium would ! 
pay hard money to have their j 

ears assaulted by acid rock, 
their sexuality questioned by 
consciousness-raisers, or their ‘ 
country vilified in an unknown 
tongue^as long as someone j 
would assure them that that » 
was the happening thing, that - 
that was where it was at, if 
you know what I mean. , 
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subject will depart the U.S. on or about 2/27/72 

Bureau has advised Bufiles contain no information 
indicating that subject is affiliated with Soviet intelligence. 
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^fie^tushenko Composing j 

A 'Poem on Hurok Fire 

%, yu a 
JAN 28 1972 
1 

fune6 

... ;• f Yevgeny Yevtushenko A the Soviet poet,, made a 20- 
miniite tour yesterday of tne burned and," smoke-damaged 
offices of the impresario SoljHurok. the man who'is known 
as the father of Soviet;AmencSn^cmtural exchanges. 

Out of the'visit, a poem was bejng composed last night 
thaf Mr. Yevtushenko expects read tonight in his concert 
appearances in the Felt Forum of\he Madison Square Garden 
Center., It: will be dedicated, he said, to Mr. Hurok and to 
Irisjgjnes, thei27-year:old employe Vho died of smoke inha- 
Ialicmi^*the incendiary attack. 

hearing of the fire, Mr. Yevtushenko tried through 
much of Wednesday to gain access to Mr. Hurok’s suite on 
the 20th floor, at; 1370 Avenue of the Americas, at 56th 
Street. He renewed. his endeavors yesterday and got word 
in the late afternoon, that he would be admitted. 

The\oet was accompanied on the visit at 5:30 P.M. by 
Dr. AlbertSloda, his interpreter for a cross-country tour and 
tKe^hainhaS^Af_ the department of Slavic ; languages at 
Queens CollegkoThe two were escorted .through the Hurok 
office by Sheldonjgold. Mr. Hurok was not there. . , 

The place was\ih a “terrible disarray,” Dr.’ Todd said 
. last night, and Mr. Yevtushenko was said to be particularly 
“struck by the fact that a picture of the great Russian singer 
[Feodor] Chaliapin, covered with ashes and smoke black, 
was lying on a desk ” \ ' / 

A poem regarding fire'>began taking form in the poet’s 
thoughts yesterday: Last night, after returning from the 
visit, Mr. Yevtushenko sat. down to compose it, with the 
expectation that he will add it tojhis two-performance pro- 
gragOsJ&ass^night, in which the poets James Dickey, Stanly 
Kunitz, Richard Wilbur and others are also sdneuuftTu to 
appear: .■ 
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5,QQD_Throng to a Poetry Heading by Yevtushenko 
By THOMAS LASK 

?■ Is 4:he Felt Forum, the public 
arena that seats 5,000 people 
a* forum for the reading of 
poetry, an experience that is 
deeply felt but usually quite 

■personal? Yevgeny Yevtushen¬ 
ko, the outgoing Russian poet, 
evidently thought so, and so did 
5,000 persons who filled the 
hall in the first of two read¬ 
ings given Friday evening. And 
as of this writing, the second 
reading was also sold out. 

Faithful poetry lovers who 
have been going for years to 
the Young Men’s and Young 
Women’s Hebrew Association, 
to drafty college halls and dim- 
lit library nooks would scarcely 
have recognized the event as 

I the audience poured • into ,the 
\ entrance of the hall. There was 
even a bit of ticket speculation 
in the foyer. Ticket speculation 
‘for a poetry reading! Emerson, 
jthou shoulds’t be living at this 
‘hour! ; 
j Little Visible Tension 

f Though the event was in its 
iown way a historic occasion, 
,the audience scarcely, conveyed 
the excitement of the moment. 
There was little visible tension. 
Working-class people, students 
and lower middle-class, they 

| seemed more dutiful than keyed 
} up, expectant but not on edge. 
Informality marked the dress 
of the day: sweaters, some shirt 
sleeves, the usual quota of tur¬ 
tle necks. There wasn’t a black 
tie in the house and the. crowd 
at the bar was noticeably thin. 
That there, was more, than a 
literai8y=sTbi to the group could 
be gathered from the burst of 

applause that greeted the name 
of Senator Eugene J. McCarthy, 
one of the participants. Some 
rose to their* feet evidently hop¬ 
ing to turcri the evening to a 
demonstration for the Senator. 

There were,; some stigns of thei 
usual chic opening: the reading 
began half an hour late, voices 
from the stairwell aid back 
aisles could be heard all iiight 
and there was^a good deal of 
handwaving and greeting as 
people encountered each other 
on their way to their seats. ' 

The Bijou Singers, directed by 
Carlo Altomare suppliedmusical 
interludes, an occasional accom¬ 
paniment'(swirling piano runs 
to the lines about “enchanted 
snow flakes”) and a .stirring 
though unnecessary ending to 
the-first half, of the. program, 
ijiey also added to the infor¬ 
mality of the affair with' their 
multicolored outfits and relaxed 
youthful attitudes. ; 

The lighting ^ designed by 
Nicholas Rutherford was pain¬ 
fully. banal. A; blue spotlight 
was thrown on the rear cur¬ 
tain before the appearance of| 
the Russian poet. A superim¬ 
posed white spot picked -him 
out of the blue, so to speak. 
Mr. Yevtushenko himself was I 
quite unassuming though with 
blue jeans (they*; looked blue) 
and a heavy turtle-neck sweat¬ 
er. He prefaced the readings 
with a few words in which he 
compared humanity to a “big 
strange village,” one street of 
which was Russia, another the 
United States. He confessed 
that he felt himself a child of 
both streets as well .as of oth¬ 
ers, like Vietnam. He made a 

special plea for the bards 
among us: “Support your local 
poet,” a sentiment that re¬ 
ceived chuckling endorsement 
from the crowd. 

And then there was the 
poetry. Entitled, “Yevtushenko 
and Friends: Poetry in Con¬ 
cert,” the evening consisted of 
readings in English of poems 
by the Russian, taken mostly 
from his most recent book, 
“Stolen Apples,” published by 
Doubleday who also sponsored 
the affair. There were parallel 
readings in Russian by Mr. 
Yevtushenko and readings by 
the well - known American 
poets, James. Dickey, Stanley 
Kunitz and. Richard Wilbur, 
each of whom read a poem of 
his own in addition to a trans¬ 
lation he had made from the 
work of the Russian. Senator 
McCarthy read “Vietnam Mes¬ 
sage” from his book, “Other 
Things and the Aardvark ” 

Barry Boys who did most of 
the reading in English, used his 
actor’s voice with great ex¬ 
pressiveness. A novelty of the 
evening was a poem, “Bombs 
for Balalaikas,” which the poet 
wrote only Thursday night af¬ 
ter visiting the bombed out 
quarters of the impresario, Sol 
Hurok. The poem was dedicated 
to Iris Kones who was killed 
in the" blast. The poem itself 
denounced those who want to 
tear down the cultural bridges 
between Russia and the United 
States and who use the destruc¬ 
tion of an* artistic endeavor to 
accomplish their ends. It re¬ 
ceived the biggest applause of 

-Ithft evening. j 
For his share Mr. Yevtu¬ 

shenko chose poetry that fit well 
into the comparatively large 
hall /that the Felt Forum is. 
They were outgoing, declama- 
atory poems,. making popular 
statements, clear to the audi 
ence. His own reading style is 
highly dramatic. The result was 
that every poem was given a 
rhetorical casing. Even such a 
poem as “Let’s Not.. .” a poem 
of tender renunciation was 
given strong coloring. Viveca 
Lindfors, the actress who read 
“Monologue of a Broadway 
Actress” got great audience re¬ 
sponse by emphasizing the 
sardonic in the poem, a little 
to the neglect of the plea at 
the end for those who need a 
role in life. 

A great many poems, like the 
famous. “Babi Yat,” which Mr. 
Boys and the author read 
superbly, carry their own 
weight of rhetoric and were im¬ 
mensely, successful. 

Nevertheless, it was very] 
pleasing when the American 
poets brought a touch of under¬ 
statement to the proceedings. 
And Mr. Kunitz’s mention of 
the Left Bank in Paris in his 
short introduction to his poem 
brought a bit of Bohemia into 
an evening devoted to public 
statements. 

A good range of Mr. Yevtu¬ 
shenko’s work was exhibited: 
the first stirrings he felt for 
fame in “The Stage,” the wist¬ 
ful looking back on childhood 
in “Mysteries” his brassy- 
voiced challenge to the 20th 
century in “Hurry Is the 
Curse,” a plea ta mankind to 
stop and contempllte its own 
acts. - 
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5J1Q0 Throng-Felt Forum •for Yevtushenko 
ead*ft&__ By THOMAS LASK 

Is the Felt Forum, the public 
arena, that seats 5,000 people 
a forum for the reading of 
poetry, an experience that is 
deeply felt but usually quite 
personal Yevgeny Yevtushenko, 
the outgoing Russian poet, evi¬ 
dently thought so, and so did 
5,000 persons who filled the 
hall in the first of two read¬ 
ings given ?asr evening. And 
as of this writing, the second 
reading was also sold out. 

Faithful poetry lovers who 
have been going for years to 
the Young Men’s and Young 
Women's Hebrew Association, 
to drafty college halls and dim- 
lit library nooks would scarcely 
have recognized the event as 
the audience poured into the 
entrance of the hall. There was 
even a bit of ticket speculation 
in the foyer. Ticket speculation 
for a poetry reading! Emerson, 
thou shoulds’t be living at this 
hour! 

Little Visible Tension 

Though the event was in its 
own way a historic occasion, 
the audience scarcely conveyed 
the excitement of the moment. 
There was little visible tension. 
Working-class people, students 
and lower middle-class, they 
seemed more dutiful than keyed 
up, expectant but not on edge. 
Informality marked the dress 
of the day: sweaters, some shirt 
sleeves, the usual quota of tur¬ 
tle necks. There wasn't a black 
tie in the house andthe crowd 
at the bar was noticeably thin.: 
That there was more than a 
literary side to the group could 
be gathered from the burst of 
appOTfc'lhat greets tft^TiaTue 

oF.Senator Eugene McCarthy, 

rose to their feet evidently hop¬ 
ing to turn the evening to a 
demonstration for the Senator.* 

There were some signs of the 
usual chic opening: the reading 
began half an hour late, voices 
from the stairwell and back 
aisles could be heard all night 
and there was a good deal of 
handwaving and greeting as 
people encountered each other 
on their way to their seats. 

The Bijou Singers, directed by I 
C«4f»%toemare supplied musical 
interludes, an occasiSfltl.SliUdhi* 

__ Ths New York Sjfplo 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko during poetry reading last night 

from his most recent book, paniment (swirling piano runs 
to the jin£s about “mz&seAmi 
srffeW*' TOkos”) and a stirring 
though unnecessary ending to 
the first half of the program. 
They also added to the infor¬ 
mality of the affair with their 
multicolored outfits and relaxed 
youthful attitudes. 

The lighting designed by 
Nicholas Rutherford was pain¬ 
fully banal. A blue spotlight 
was thrown on the rear cur¬ 
tain before the appearance of 
the Russian aoet. Ji superim- 
posed white spot picked him 
out of the blue, so to speak. 
Mr. Yevtushenko himself was’ 
q^fe^ausuming th^ugh^vii-h 
blue jeans (they looked blue) 
and a heavy turtle-neck sweat¬ 
er. He prefaced the readings 
with a few words in which he 
compared humanity to a “big 
strange village,” one street of 
which was Russia, another the 
United States. He confessed 
that he felt himself a child of 
both streets as well as of oth¬ 
ers, like Vietnam. He made a 

Doubleday who also sponsored 
the affair. There were parallel 
readings in Russian by Mr. 
Yevtushenko and readings by 
the well - known American 
poets, Janies Dickey, Stanley 
Kunitz and Richard Wilbur, 
each of whom read a poem of 
his own in addition to a trans¬ 
lation he had made from the 
work of the Russian. Senator 
McCarthy read “Vietnam Mes¬ 
sage” from his book, “Other 
Things and the Aardvark." 

Barry rrvt?7fb did most of 
the reading in English, used his 
actor's voice with great ex¬ 
pressiveness. A novelty of the 
evening was a poem, “Bombs 
for Balalaikas ” which the poet 
wrote only Thursday night af¬ 
ter visiting the bombed out 
quarters of the impresario, Sol 
Hurok. The poem was dedicated 
to Iris Kones who was killed 
in the blast. The poem itself 
denounced those who, want to 
tear down the cultural bridges 
between Russia and the United 
States and who use the destruc¬ 
tion o fan artistic endeavor to 

It re¬ 

ceived the biggest applaudof 

For his share Mr. Yevtush¬ 
enko chose poetry that fit well 
into the comparatively large 
hall that the Felt Forum is. 
They were outgoing, declama- 
statements, clear to the audi¬ 
ence. His own reading style is 
highly dramatic. The result was 
that every poem was given a 
rhetorical casing. Even such a 
poem as “Let’s Not...” a poem 
of tender renunciation was 
given strong coloring. Viveca 

‘ Lindfors, tha a,daasft»who read 
Monologue of a Broadway 

; Actress” got great audience re¬ 
sponse by emphasizing the 
sardonic in the poem, a little 
do the neglect of the plea at 
the end for those who need a 
role in life. 

A great many poems, like the 
famous “Babi Yar,” which Mr. 
Boys and the author read 
superbly, carry their own 
weight of rhetoric and were im¬ 
mensely successful. 

Nevertheless, it was very 
pleasing when the American 
poets brought a touch of under¬ 
statement to the proceedings. 
And Mr. rqpntinn of 
the Left Bank in Paris in his 

■short introduction to his poem 

special plea for the bards 
among us: ‘‘Support your local 
poet,” a sentiment that re- .. . 
ceived chuckling endorsement accomplish their ends 
from the crowd. 

And then there was the 
poetry. Entitled, “Yevtushenko 
and Friends: Poetry in Con¬ 
cert,” the evening consi^te^ of 
fSSBTIfp* in English or poems 
by the Russian, taken mostly 

"brought a bit orBSipa Into 
jin devoted 
statements. 

A good range of Mr. Yevtu¬ 
shenko’s work was exhibited: 
the first stirrings he felt for 
fame in “The Stage,” the wist¬ 
ful looking back on childhood 
in “Mysteries” his brassy¬ 
voiced challenge to the 20th 
century in “Hurry Is the 
Curse,” a plea to mankind to 
stop and contemplate its own 
acts. 

During the brief intermission, 
a young lady evidently from 
Doubleday, was overheard to 
say, “Wouldn't It fee nice if 
all these people were potential 
customers.” If they do turn 
from the man to the work, 
these two readings will not 
onlvbejhe largest iiyjut^his- 
mmc~ 
1 oesOTo4^;^"::i^i;i 
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YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO, 

00: WFO. 

b3 

b7E 

ON FEBRUARY THREE NINETEEN SEVENTY TWO, LIEUTENANT 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, POLICE DEPARTMENT, 

ADVISED THAT AT NINE THIRTY TWO. P.M. ON FEBRUARY TWO 

NINETEEN SEVENTY TWO, ONE THOUSAND SPECTATORS EVACUATED 

MC CARTER THEATRE, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY, AS A RESULT OF 

A BOMB THREAT. ACCORDING TO | | AN ANONYMOUS MALE 

CALLED THE THEATRE AND SAID QUOTE A BOMB IS SET TO GO OFF 

UNQUOTE. HE SAID THE THREAT CAME WHILE SOVIET POET 

END PAGE ONE 

b6 

b7C 

SEARCHED 

SERIALIZED £.> 
• •ii - **- 
> \.\ J . 

b3 

~b6 
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PAGE TWO 

YEVGENIY YEVTUSHENKO WAS PERFORMING. SEARCH OF THE BUILDING 

FAILED TO DISCLOSE ANY BOMB AND SHORTLY THEREAFTER THE 

AUDIENCE WAS ALLOWED TO RETURN FOR THE PROGRAM. 

ACCORDING TO| IsHORTLY BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE b6 

OF THE SUBJECT, ABOUT TEN PERSONS, WHO IDENTIFIED THEMSELVES 

AS QUOTE UKRANIAN DASH AMERICAN UNQUOTE STUDENTS PASSED 

OUT LEAFLETS DENOUNCING THE YEVTUSHENKO SHOW. THE LEAFLETS 

WERE IN THE FORM OF MOCK PROGRAMS FOR THE EVENT, LINKING 

EACH POEM ON THE PROGRAM WITH ALLEGED ANTI UKRANIAN ACTIONS 

BY THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS. 

NO ARRESTS, INJURIES OR PROPERTY DAMAGE OCCURRED. 

SECRET SERVICE, NEWARK , NEW JERSEY, WAS ADVISED 

REGARDING THE BOMB THREAT. 

ADMINISTRATIVE* INFORMATION BEING FURNISHED TO THE 

CLEVELAND AND CHARLOTTE OFFICES, SINCE THE SUBJECT'S INTINERARY 

INDICATES HE WILL BE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE TERRITORIES NEXT. 

REFERENCE WFO LETTER TO BUREAU JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT NINETEEN 

SEVENTY TWO. 

3 ,$ E NDS SS SS SS SS SS SS 
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The subject Is now to nest with President 
EICHm> H« HUGH at the White house* WOC* 2/3/72* In 
view of this he will not he at Berea* Ohio on this date* 

In addition instead of being in Haw York, 
N* Y.* 2/7*10/72, subject will appear in Us Angeles* 
California. 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

To be added to his itinerary is a visit 
to Queens College* Flushing* I?* Y,* 3/2/72. 

For information of the Los Angelos Of fine* 
the Bureau has advised Bofiles contain no inf creation 
Indicating the subject is affiliated with Soviet intelligence* 

Handle In accordance with 
Manual of Instructions* pages 17*16. 

2 -• Bureau 
1 • Cleveland (Info.) 
I * Los Angeles (Info.) 
1* New York | I Info.) 
1> WTO V , 

TCJJtcj 
W 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 
FEB 8 1972 

SAC, UFO 

; 00-.FIFO, 

JROVICH YEVTUSHENKO 

/ Re WFO let to Bureau dated 1/28/72. 

Enclosed are two copies for the Bureau and one 
copy each for each office listed of a revised itinerary 
;for captioned subject dated 1/21/72. ~ 

furnished SA| I a copy of the revised 
itinerary for captioned subject for the period 1/21/72 
through 2/25/72. Copies were made and are enclosed for 
information. 

Bureau (Enc; 2) 
Charlotte (Enc. 1) (Info) 
Cleveland (Enc. I) (Info) 
Columbia (Enc. 1) (Info) 
Indianapolis (Enc. 1) (Info) 
Minneapolis (She. 1) (Info) 
Newark (Enc. 1) (Info) 
New York (Enc. 1) (Info) 
Pittsburgh (Enc. 1) (Info) 
Richmond (Enc. 1) (Info) 
San Francisco (Enc. 1) (Info) 
UFO 1 ^ 

^>4w:lak 
(13) 



V-‘: t/28/72* ' \j-' \ ‘ ’. ' •''' 

1 • • f a'>,.', oa 2/7/72 J * t. ' • • ^ 
| | University o£ -Sorth Carolina <W), Chapel Hill, ;.h 

* -’. W* e., Q^viaais subjoet conductor a' hio'. $bwary;-‘iii> .• 
Camichaoi &t*4it®2fi*isa oath©tH3C-casagus.' St 0 P. &•» 2/6/72. -.Sts..- 
.appearance was under’''the ojc^eorship of • ibh@ CaroUr® Fbfuau . a . 

attta«at-gr<Jfup,wM.^$: iakos arraageraeata leaf fch© '.agpoawiaco.' -v 
-' of- epeabere and 0^^;lk«iao:o£.-.<pit©ftai#iaieiat- an the-tips campus,.. 

.;. /' Subject4S try resting. was '^2o^o;aa;-attijii&nfee;af ,•'; 

,y-;abou^ 2,560, •e&CK*t-'‘baif 0#*mm• stutots,ouaienc© •. 
"was 4»qw frea. ati':ovcsr.'fe!i@‘'$feato of dearth.Cean^Ubs*./'Sic' 

' - performance was received wary wail .and was coadueiieS withno' 
•/;.•:4cramstratioas;;or incidents ofany bind, ■/ • ,■?•* ■'. '•/• , 

/’•■; Subject ■ arrWo4 ii»- Chapel. aili, •??*'• 2/5/72, in’ •.:/.' 
.: eeaagiahy with ;*. m*.'m&fcF: W%$ pad & (WW3) W8&9 y :$hQy CheekeS’'. 
.in at the Carolina Irm. Shagal- Bill,. and planned to leaW on .,-' 

"■4•• 2/i/n. / • ../•> . • s-v-.- •."'; ..; 

Charlotte: .sources • and infoinoante.'furnished no information 
;A-h indicating any u£mc3ual:.®ctivity' ®a‘''the.pa^t; Qf ;subject, . - . 
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SAC, WFO (P) 

YEVGENIY A. YEVTUSHENKO 

(00:WFO) 

Enclosed are five copies for Bureau and one each for b7D 
information of recipient offices of LHM captioned "YURIY VASILYEVICH 
VASILYEV; YEVGENIY ALEffSANDROVTCH YEVTUSHENKO” reporting infor¬ 
mation from 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

b7E 

2-Bureau (Enc. 5) 
1-Charlotte (Enc. 1)(Info), 
1-Cleveland (Enc. lXlnfo) 
1-Columbia (Enc. l)(Info) I 
1-Indianapolis (Enc. lXlnfo) 
1-Minneapolis (Enc. l)(Info) 
1-Newark (Enc iXTnfo) 
1-New York \ [(Enc. l)(Info) 
1-Pittsburgh (Enc. l)(lnfo) 
1-Richmond (Enc. l)(Info) 

/4-San Francisco (Enc. l)(Info) 
-WFO 
(1- 
(1- 

Kmarshack) 

f 
JPW:di 

i \ Serts'rted 

Indexed 

Filed 
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DATE 12-12-2018 BY I I ADG 

DIRECTOR, FBI 2/17/72 

sag, WFO 

[OOrWFO) 

imOYICH TEVTUSHEHKO 

ReWO letters to Bureau dated2/3/72, and 2/8/72. 

It is to be noted that information contained in 
WO letter to Bureau dated 2/3/72, supercedes information 
contained In WO letter to Bureau dated 2/8/72. 

On 2/9/72.1 

advised SA 
tnat captioned subject will now appear in San Francisco,— 
California Instead of Los Angeles, California, during the 
period 2/7 - 10/72. 

For information. 

2-Bureau 
1-Cleveland (Info) 
I-Los Angttloft (TnfrA 
l-New York[_j(In£o) 
1-San Francisco (Info) 

rywFO 

$TCW:llh ££A^ *. 
; (7) .r..• 

Seriated 

Indexed 

Hied ;— 



Routing Slip 

FD-4 (Rev. 12-22-69) 

^ WFO 
Hate _ 2/1 L6/72 

To: | i Director b3 

Att.: FILE CE b6 

|X2£SAC WFQ_ Tltle 

□ ASAC___ 

□ Supv. - 

□ Agent- 

□ SE -Akl' INFORMATION CCWTAIN1D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

□ 1C —DATE 12-12-2018 BY[ 

□ CC- 

I | Steno__ 

□ Clerk _ 

YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVIk7E 
YEVTUSHENKO 

1 1 Acknowledge 

I I Assign_Reassign 

I j Bring file 

I I Call me 

FI Correct 

I I Deadline 

- □ Rot 
ACTION D 

□ Ope 

□ Pre 

□ Prepare tickler 

| | Return assignment card 

| | Return file 

(□ Search and return 

j 1 See me 

□ Serial # 

| | Return 

□ Deadline passed 

□ Delinquent 

I | Discontinue 

| | Expedite 

□ File 

| | For information 

□ Handle 

I | Initial & return 

| | Leads need attention 

□ Return with explanation or notation as to action taken. 

Enclosed is one copy of newspaper article 
concerning subject. 

_I Post | | Rechorqe 

| | Send to 

j | Submit new charge out 

| j Submit report by _ 

□ Type 

* GPO : 1971 42! -419 





give it to one soul.” Searching to give 
fulfillment, he depicts its elusive quality 
in the words “sleep my beloved.” 

Yevtushenko pleased the audience by 
admitting his weaknesses, by confessing 
hi humanity. Exploring the possibility 
of being James Bond, Yevtushenko said, 
“What’s the point of being a noisy po^t? 
Jt’s more useful to own a pistol. That’s 
where it’s at.” 

I Yet the grim undertones we^e 
apparent and further developed when he 
described the “submarine pregnant with 
torpedos, offspring of fear and silence.” 
Yevtushenko understands the universal 
language of American whisky and Russian 
vodka and here he finds hope. He sees 
himself a man “rushing like trains,” 
between two countries, “between the 
City of Yes and the City of No.” / j -■ ’ * ' .... -JlijA 



te*£0 latter to tha Bureau 

|_|relat*af a rtsv l&tsexaxy is 
farad ter the* subject sad when avails? 
11 fee furnished WO* 

<s» *« 
revealed the subject has v 

L*-. t» eetaca- to ter Ta&t. City, H* 

this visit, 

Subject* according tel 
staying aitfaa Starry Setherlatsd Hotel, 
99th Street-, ter York City# ' • 

I Kil l to 
teu am 

For infcrstatioo of tbs Sam Juan Office 
the subject la a Soviet national bom 7/18/33, Ziag 
Irkutskaya Oblast* USSR* He Is & 



__ SanJbsn handle in Kccordance -with Section 
__| page* 17-18, l&nttal of Instruction*, • 

WFO irill aaintain contact irith| | obtain 
subject** iMAr itinerary and advise the Bureau ana inter¬ 
ested offices.• 
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m WO latter to the 'Bm&m dated 1/28/T2, 
and WFQ. letter to the Bureau* Zfifpu 

■ Itiablisfcfed sources at ©i^lottesville* ’ 
Yigisia* m& the Vbiverstby of Virginia* Charlotte^ilXe* 
Virginia*, advised that- ia eoeMetifia with the «®f©«^ar®E© 
of' ohptioBed S&toidisai at Cafceli SfciiYeraity of 
Virginia* on- 2/23./?!* m ix&mm&tm arose which Indicated 
in any way any eeadast or activity beyond the scope- of his 
intended r$Mk+- ■ 
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DATE 06-10-2019 BYI IaDG 

Washington, D.C. 20535 
March 6, 1972 

YEVGENI WSHENKO 

_On January 17, 1972._ 

|reiated Yevtushenko, the Soviet poet, was to arrive 
in this country January 14, 1972, for poetry readings in 
various cities at the invitation of the Doubleday Company. 
According to| | the visit would be for 45 days and 
Yevtushenko would depart February 27. 1972. I 
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This document contains neither ; . • ; 
recommendations, nor conclusions-of ' 1 - . 
the FOi,. It is the property of ' 
the FBI end is loaned to your agency; 

;'it and its contents-are not to be ' 
distribute’'outside'your agency. 
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■ File'No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Newark, New Jersey 

March 10, 1972 
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YF.VGg.NtY ALEggAHDHQVtCaf ^ JSHENKO 

___ On January ^1. 1972.1 I_ 

l aavisea tnat xeYtusneaxc wouia 
present apoetry reading at the Me Garter Theater, Princeton 
University, Princeton, New Jersey, on February 2, 1972* 

On February 3, 1972, LieutenantI I 
Princeton, New Jersey, Police Department, advisee at 9*32 fm, 
February 2, 1972, an audience of about 1,000 was evacuated 
from the McCarter Theater as a result ©f a bomb threat* The 
theater was ©ailed by an anonymous male who said a bomb was 
set to go off. The call was received while Yevtushenko was 
performing* JL search of the building failed to disclose any 
explosive device and the program continued. 

Prior to the performance, about ten individuals wh© 
identified themselves as MtJkrainian-AmerieanH students, passed 
out leaflets denouncing Yevtushenko's appearance. The leaflets 
were in the form of mock programs for the event, linking each 
poem on the program with alleged anti-Ukrainian action by the 
U.S.S.R. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It 
is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency5 it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1S62 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

□ATE 12-12-2018 ByI IaDG 

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 3/10/72 

FROM sac, nwarkI (rdc) 

SUBJECT: NDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO 

Re Newark teletype to Bureau, dated 2/3/72* 
WFO letter to Bureau, dated 2/8/72. 

Enclosed for the Bureau and WFO are five (5) and two 
(2) respectively of an IHM dated and captioned as above. 

The IBM is claasifie<T~egirEMentl^r as it expresses_ 
FBI interest r 
disclosure of vnien would be detrimental to zm aeiensc——^ 
interests of the United States * 

Established sources at Princeton University were 
contacted for any information they had relating to subject’s 
visit at Princeton University but could furnish no pertinent 
data* These sources are identified on the appended Nonsymbol 
Source Administrative Page. 

matter. 
Newark conducting no additional investigation in this 

Zer Bureau (Inc. 
£X WFO | 
1 - Newark- 
UWS/ad 
15> 
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TNPniRliefl Image 

Is Yevtushenko Still 
Soviet ‘Golden Boy’? 

' By Djisko Doder 

YEVGENY YEVTUSHENKO . literally 
, jumped into fame nearly two decades ago 

with his lyrical poetry and famboyant per¬ 
sonality, His challenge of some Soviet dog¬ 
mas turned him into the golden boy of a 
newxgeneration of Soviet poets asserting 
themselves in the artistic thaw that followed 
Stalin's death in 1953. 

' This image has become tarnished in re- 
I cent years and the now middle aged poet (he 

is 39) seems to have turned into a consum- j 

I The writer, an editor on The Post9s | 
foreign desk, formerly covered the So- 

I viet Union for UPL 

DATE. 

PAGE. 
/ 
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THE SUNDAY STAR 

THE WASHINGTON DAILY 

( mate craftsman of literary politics. His cux- 
- -j rent poetry-reading tour of the United States 
j indicates that much. ^ 

L Yevtushefiko still caters to college youth 
| audiences, but does so simply because it is 

fashionable while providing a convenient 
! forum for sniping at the United States. 

None of America's problems remains im- 
! mune to his bitter barbs. When impressario 
! Sol Hurok’s office in New' York was bombed 
1 (and speculations centered on the militant, 
j Jewish Defense League which opposes Hu- 
I rok’s bringing Soviet artists to the United 
j States), Yevtushenko promptly wrote a 

poem that appeared in the Soviet govern¬ 
ment newspaper Izvestia the next day, draw¬ 
ing parallels with Nazis. 

His reading repertoire includes a poem 
dedicated to the parents of a Kent State vic¬ 
tim; another is dedicated to the oppressed 

! Buddhists in Vietnam; many more denounce 
I the Vietnam war and policies of “imperial- 

ist” circles in the United States. 
* * Much of what he says is wrong with Amer- 

| ica has already been said by American crit- 
> t ics and it is hard to imagine that Yevtu- 

| shenko could discover any as yet unknown 
j. weaknesses of the American system. >But 
I while he sheds verbal tears over America’a 

injustices and problems, Yevtushenko is si¬ 
lent to similar problems in his own country. 
Where is a poem dedicated to the impris¬ 
oned Maj. Gen. Pyott Grigorenko, the coura¬ 

geous Russian who demanded greater free¬ 
dom in the Soviet'Union? Where are verses 
Jdevoted to problems of religious liberty? 
l|What did Yevtushenko do when the Writers 

NE\ Union expelled Solzhenitsyn from its ranks? 

1 

i 

-WASHINGTON-AFRO AMERICAN 



| Yevtushenko’s fame and; appeal rest on the 
<&ys of his youth,'when he courageously 
touched on various taboos in Soviet life. His 
Xem, “Stalin’s Heirs,” warned that the die- 
mtor’s spirit is not dead; his “Precocious Au¬ 
tobiography” ruffled many feathers by its 
criticism of Soviet restrictions; finally, his 
Babi Yar, published in 1961, condemned Rus¬ 
sian anti-Semitism. - 

It was about that time that he began his 
poetry-reading tours of the United States • 
that brought him enthusiastic audiences and j 
fame here. All his tours, including the cur- , 
rent one, have been spectacularly successful 
with pretty colleg'e girls continuing to flock 
to the tall blonde poet whose brilliant blue 

leyes project ah image-Of supreme innocence. 
Yet, Yevtushenko’s poetrjr has become in¬ 

creasingly propagandistic and sentimental, 
full of contrived urgency but without intel¬ 
lectual commitment of a great Mayakovsky 
whom Yevtushenko tries to emulate.-More¬ 
over no longer is Yevtushenko in the front 
ranks of dissenters. When most of his Soviet 
colleagues were protesting the sentencing of 
wliters Yuli Daniel and Andrei Sinyavsky in 
1<%6 Yevtushenko publicly stated that “they 
slsould have been punished.” And no longer 
he is the voice,of Russian youth (that role 
having passed on to poet Bulat Okudzava, 
balladeer Vladimir Visotsy and several other 
younger poets). 

In 1968, after the Soviet invasion of Czech¬ 
oslovakia, Yevtushenko himself passed word 
around Moscow that he had sent a protest 
telegram to the Soviet leadership calling the 
move a “tragic move.” But many Western in¬ 
tellectuals denounced the telegram as non¬ 
existent and merely Yevtushenko’s attempt 
to refute his growing reputation as an hstao- 
lishment rebel. > 

Politically speaking, Yevtushenko’s cur- 
rent visit to the United, States has been 
enormously successful. Not only. ?ad 
managed to ally himself on a public stage 
with former Sen. Eugene McCarthy And a 
eroup of prominent New York poets, but he 
has also had a one-hour private audience 
with President Nixon at the White House 
(Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev has never 
xlceived any Americans since he took power 
in 1964. Even two U.S. ambassadors to Mos- 
c|)w have never had a chance to meet with 
Brezhnev). _ ____— 

The unanswered question is where Yev¬ 
tushenko’s politics begin and poetry ends? 
■Has success corrupted his talent? Or is he 
’paying a debt for the permission to travel by' 
.advocating the Soviet propaganda line? 

A decade ago Yevtushenko voiced fear 
over his future when he wrote; 

“You live highly praised and opulent. 
“Your life, flashingly ephemeral, an example 
that the end of talent comes when rebellion's 
impossible 

Perhaps it’s his age, his desire for security 
and the good life of both worlds, East and 
West, that foreshadows the end of talent. 

' /Nobody expects of Yevtushenko to de¬ 
nounce his government while on a visit to 
the United States. But neither is he to be 
commended for his unabashed and uncriti¬ 
cal advocacy of Moscow’s policies at the 
same time when he seems to have surren¬ 
dered his earlier values. And his loud criti¬ 
cism here would be welcomed if the Yev¬ 
tushenko who roars before American college 

, audiences would do likewise before his Rus¬ 
sian listeners, if his moral conscience would 
Jreact to injustices all over the world, not| 
lonly in the West. 1 
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WL FAREWELL U.S. APPEARANCE! 

m CARNEGIE HALL 
lj| FBI. EVE., APRIL 7 at 8:30 

.'fe YEVGENY 

■[EVTUSHENKO 
ST \vi,h BARRY BOYS 
pg|y: An extraordinary program of poetry 
BKif featurinq 

Wi “BABIYAR”and 
f “BOMBS FOR BALALAIKAS" 

and other works celebrating 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s experiences 
in the United States. 

SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE or BY MAIL; Orch, & 
1st Tier Box Seats $7.50; 2nd Tier Box Seats $6.50; 
Dress Circle $5.50, 4.50; Bale. (ALL SEATS) $3.00. 
Make checks payable and mail to Carnegie Hall Box 
Office, 154 W. 57 St, New York 10019. Enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. 

OllM yjtw tforh Oin 

MAR 20 1972 
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Washington, D.C. 20535 
March 27, 1972 

YEVGENIY ALEKSANDROVICH YEVTUSHENKO 

| advised Yevgeniy a.' 
ievtusheruco, me soviet post, was to arrive In the United States 
January 14, 1972. for 
► ifSrTUf f - FvJlw. ■ HI »vJ 

According to visit would 
e tor forty 

On March 13, 1972, |_|related, having finished 
his poetry readings, Yevtushenko embarked on a writing tour of 
the country with Professor Bert Todd, Slavic Languages Depart- 
aant. Queens College, Flushing, New York. According to 

I Yevtushenko intended to visit Florida, Louisiana, 
Missouri, Tennessee, Texas, Arlsona, and California, returning 
to New York City, March 29, 1972 

§,-> Bureau |_r 

1- New York] 

$ WFO □_ 

!lnfo) 

L skro: 
JBSOIIP 1 

Excluded fronT'airtaifiafic 





'V^;b7C 

DIRECTOR, FBI 3/27/72 

SAC, WFO 

)ROVICH YEVTUSHENKO 

;oo:wfo: 

ReWFO letter to the Bureau, 3/14/72. 

Enclosed are five copies for the Bureau and one 
for the New York Office of an LHM dated and captioned as above. 

^The_enclosed LHM is classified *jf^er^-NcuEerel^_ 
Diss^tn6€£aQj^* as it contains information from a highly sensi¬ 
tive source of continuing value, the disclosure of which could 
cause serious damage to the Nation. 

| w&s 
1/17/72. by S4 |, on_2Z29Z72, Ty SA 
_| and on 3/13/72, by SA | | 

.The confidential source mentioned in the LHM is 

Information copy is being furnished the New York 
Office, due to the interest of that office in this matter. 
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FAREWELL U.S. APPEARANCE!1 

CARNEGIE HALL—THIS FRI. at 8:30 
mm YEVGENy 

Yevtushenko 
with BARRY BOYS 

An extraordinary program of poetry featuring 

“BABI YAR’and'BOMBS FOR BALALAIKAS 
and other works celebrating 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s experiences in the United States 
SEATS NOW AT BOX OFFICE: $7.50, 6.50, 5.50,4.50, 3.m—m 
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Yevtushenko Is Planning ‘Big’ Novel 

itrarimsTo; 
'&L. the 

who 
on his 

write 
in. 

Mr. Yevtushenko had just 
gone shopping for food for 
the first time ^nd come back 
with the makings for a salad, 
which he pre^arbd for him¬ 
self and a 
wife of Wi 
was chauffeting 
chores. 

“I make salad like 
poetry. I put everythi: 
In salad, onions, 
cucumber, oil, grapefril 
juice. In poetry, classical 
styles, folk styles, sad things, 
happy things. But in both 
poetry and salads I have one 
rule: Everything must be 
fresh.” 

Mr. Yevtushenko peeled a 
Bermuda onion only to find 
aaray^old under the skin, 
^hisonian/’hesaid, “is like 

By MICHAEL T. KAUFMAN 
Yevgeny Yevtushenko, the 

peripatetic Soviet writer and 
declaimer of poetry, said yes* 
terday that he was going to 
give up his travels and his 
poems to spend the next five 
years in Moscow writin 
plays, short stories and 
big confessional novel.” 

The tall, blond poet, whose 
latest poetry-reading tour of 
the United States ends to¬ 
night at Carnegie Hall, spent 
part of yesterday afternoon 
at the East Side apartment of 
his publisher delivering a 
staccato monologue of his im¬ 
pressions of his fifth visit to 
the United States. 

Speaking in English, he 
said he felt he had been 
snubbed by Eugene J. Mc¬ 
Carthy. He found the youth 
of America “wonderful and 
pure.” Americans, he said, 
are becoming more aware of 
Russian life. And yet, he said, 
he found more hostility to¬ 
ward him now than in the 
past. 

^.Fraudulent programs giv- 
m^erroneous times were 
pub allied for some of his 
readings, he asserted. Anti- 
Soviet people disrupted re¬ 
citals in Cleveland and St. 
Paul, Minn. But he felt pro¬ 
tected, he said, by the Amer¬ 
ican people, 

“It was,” he said, “the 
happiest of my visits here 
and at the same time the un- 
happiest” 

A Salad Like Poetry 

America. But you shouldn’t 
throw the onion away, for if 
you cut out the mold, under¬ 
neath there is a great and 
good heart” He cut out the 
mold and chopped the onion. 

Then he talked of his plans. 
After the reading tonight he 
will remain in this country 
to watch the moon shot later 
this month. He was invited 

, to Cape Kennedy by David 
Njcott, the astronaut lOffT 
s^oItTHeisaid, reminded him 
of-Yuri Gagarin, the Soviet 
cosiHpnaut “Not someone 
who would kill a rabbit,” he 
explained, “but someone in¬ 
terested in knowledge.” 

He wants to stop writing 
poetry now and concentrate 
on the novel. “French and 
Italian writers,” the poet 
said, “they write confession- 
ally, too. But it’s sort of 
black-tie confessions. Rus- 
sions not only tale off .g$t, 
sians not only take off their 
jackets but rip off their skin.” 

On the state of world lit¬ 
erature generally, he said he 
would like to discuss that in 
terms of soccer metaphors. 
“I used to be a soccer 
player,” he said. 

“With the death of Faulk¬ 
ner and Hemingway, you 
Americans no longer have a 

Yevgeny Yevtushenko: “I make sjifeflike I write poetry. 
I put everyth^ in.” 

Pel6,” he said, invoking for 
his comparison the name of 
the Brazilian soccer super- 
star. 

“Now, Gabriel Garcia Mar¬ 
quez [the Columbian leftist 
novelist] “is the Pels of world 
literature. But you still have 
the best prose team. So many 
good writers, Mailer, Styron, 
Updike. We Russians, though, 
have the best poetry team.” 

Then he darted back to 
the snub by Mr. McCarthy. 
He said the former Senator, 
who is also a poet, had 
shared the stage with him at 
his Madison Square Garden 
reading and had agreed at 
rehearsal to read a part of a 
Yevtushenko poem on the 
assassination of Robert F. 
Kennedy. \ 

*i Felt Betrayed1 % 

But at the performance trait 
night, Mr. Yevtushenko said, 
Mr. McCarthy surprised his 
and in front of 5,000 people 
told the Russian to read the 
poem himself. 

“Mr. McCarthy went to my 
reception afterwards and was 
very nice he said. But I felt 
betrayed. Later I read in Time 
magazine that he said he did 
not want to be associated 
with garbage, or something 
like that. 

“I tried to call him six 
times, but politicians have a 
\vay of disappearing when 
they want to,” 

But of his lingering nice 
memories, he recalled being 
in a movie theater in Provo, 
Utah, with 1,000 young Mor¬ 
mons watching “Love Story.” 

“This movie is what we in 
Russia call the blue blob of 
sentimentality,” Mr. Yevtu¬ 
shenko said. “I knew that, 
but anyway I cried and all 
those thousand Mormon kids 
cried.” 

Mr. Yevtushenko parried 
question about what he 
though of the current troubles 
of Aleksander I. Solzhenitsyn. 
The poet is on record as call¬ 
ing him “the only living Rus¬ 
sian classic writer.” 

He then proceeded to dis¬ 
cuss the recent poems he has 
written in the United States. 

“I am reading two at Car¬ 
negie,” he said, “one about 
the Grand Canyon alld the 
other dedicated to sek in 
America. It is against sexmnd 
for love.” 1 


